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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

Introduction 

A barrel of cmde oil is transformed into various refined products and these 

products travel through pipelines before reaching demand points. Refined 

products shipped through pipelines include various grades of gasoline, kerosene, 

jet fuel, diesel, and home heating oils. These different products are carried in the 

same pipeline. Since a multiple product pipeline transports different types of 

petroleum products, it faces the issue of product mixing. Movement of more than 

one product in a single pipeline obviously calls for more sophisticated monitoring 

and control than is required for continuous movement of a single product 

(Kennedy, 1993). 

Because of the variety of refmed products, it is necessary to segregate them. 

To achieve the segregation, the refined products are transported in batches, 

maintaining the integrity of their shipments. Batch size depends upon the amoimt 

of interface or mixed products that can be tolerated as the batches move down the 

line (Wolbert, 1979). 

Besides batch size, contamination problems can be overcome to a certain 

extent by proper sequencing of batches. The basic rule is to place products 



adjacent to each other that will be disposable into one or the other product or into 

some other product being handled conciurently (Dreyer, 1949). For example, 

companies usually first am gasoline (premium, regular, etc.), followed by jet fuel 

(JPi, JP4, etc.), kerosene, gas oil, and fuel oil. Figure 1.1 is a schematic 

representation of a typical cycle of batches. The sequence of products shown 

varies according to the types of products offered for shipment at any given time. 

An interface might range from a few barrels to perhaps one or two hundred 

barrels, while a batch of products might be in thousands of barrels. The most 

important function of a multi-product pipeline is to ensure that the products enter 

and are delivered on time at the different demand points. Scheduling is the focal 

point to achieve this objective. 

The purpose of the research was to present a conceptual model to address 

both scheduling and power minimization for petroleum products pipeline. By 

combining scheduling and power minimization, the task of a scheduler becomes 

easier to manage pipeline operations. 

Problem Description 

The sequencing of batches of refined products to arrive at the final 

destination requires considerable skill on the part of a scheduler. The aim of every 
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scheduler is to create a global balance of products and at the same time to 

maximize line utilization and to minimize power use (Meyers and Millington, 

1990). In addition to product mixing, there are several other issues that complicate 

the scheduling process. A scheduler's expertise includes applying "mles of thimib" 

about product compatibility, batch sizes, and current inventory. A scheduler must 

calculate the arrival times of batches, and must also generate a schedule consisting 

of origins, destinations, and flow rates. 

A scheduler shows the times when batches of the product wall be pumped 

from the refineries and delivered to the outlet terminals. In order to have the 

product available at the refineries and the terminals ready for delivery, all shippers 

(customers) receive a copy of the schedule, and attempt to adjust their production 

and distribution schedules accordingly. The scheduler must determine the quantity 

of the product the terminals are able to hold and how soon. The batch sizes are 

planned according to the expected holding capacities of the terminals. Then, the 

time to move the product from the refinery to the terminal outlet is estimated. 

Once the pimip date is approximated, the scheduler checks to ensure that enough 

barrels of product will be available to be pumped from the refmery. Some of the 

variables that complicate the scheduling process are proration, sequencing 

priorities, and updates (Davis and Ruthstrom, 1992). 



Proration 

Every month a scheduler receives request from shippers for different 

products. The total requested volume is known as nomination. When the total 

nomination (monthly estimates) exceeds the system's capacity, each shipper's 

nomination must be prorated (or reduced) by a certain percentage. For example, a 

shipper may request to ship 400,000 barrels but proration may force a reduction to 

300,000 barrels. Such capacity constraints may make it impossible to ship the 

desired amount to its customers, so that proration represents lost business to the 

company. 

Sequencing Priorities 

The accepted nomination is split into different batches. The batches are 

then delivered to the customers in different time frames. Usually, each time frame 

consists of 7 or 10 day period. On average, three or four cycles are scheduled per 

month; therefore, customers could expect delivery of a product up to three or four 

times per month in various batch sizes to meet their nominations. Usually, a cycle 

is separated into a gasoline portion followed by a jet fuel portion, and then 

followed by a gas oil and a fuel oil portion. Within each portion, the batches are 

sequenced from high grade to low grade. The sequence is necessary for product 

purity and minimize product contamination. 



updates 

As soon as a batch is pumped from the refinery, it is continually monitored 

by the control system. At least once a week (and more often when problems 

occur), the schedulers print a hard copy of the current status of the pipeline. The 

current status stmmiary shows the location of all batches in the system at a specific 

period of time. If batches are ahead of or behind schedule because of some 

tmforseen circimitances, the schedule is updated to show new delivery dates. The 

scheduler also checks the terminals to see if adjustments need to be made to the 

batches, such as splitting a batch to deliver more to a terminal that is miming low 

and less to a terminal with inadequate storage space, or adjusting sizes of batches 

yet to be pumped into the system. The customers are always promptly notified of 

the changes to keep them abreast of expected delivery dates. 

The success of a company may depend on how it allocates its resources. 

Many factors play a vital role in the profitability of an organization. The most 

important one is the utility cost for electric power used in pxmiping the product. 

Every scheduler's goal is to use as few pumps as possible to minimize power 

usage, while at the same time maximizing output from the pipelines. Because of 

the utility costs, pumps should be utilized effectively. Knowing when to use pump 

is very important for operating a pipeline economically. 



Since proration, sequencing priorities, and updates are very critical issues 

for operating a pipeline, good scheduling is very important for running a pipeline 

economically. Giles (1989, p. 555) writes: 

Good scheduling is the key to successftil operation of a multi-product 
pipeline and significant benefits can be achieved if the scheduling can be 
made responsive to changes in the operational situation. The basic task is to 
produce a working schedule which specifies the sequence in which product 
will be accepted into the pipeline and then deUvered to the various depots. 

In addition to the issues related to scheduling cited above, a review of the 

literature reveals that a very little evidence is available to combine scheduling and 

power minimization. The research is focused on combining those two 

fundamental aspects of any petroleum pipeline. Finding the answer for 

minimizing pumping cost by combining scheduling and power minimization was 

the motivation for this proposed research. 

Research Issues and Objectives 

Since refined products are carried in and taken out at several different 

places, transportation of refined products in batches is a complicated task. The 

task is somewhat less complicated when the batches transported are relatively 

large and the transportation requirements are less vigorous, such as in the case of 

transportation of cmde oil (Szilas, 1975). In order to manage the complicated task 

efficiently, scheduling of the pipeline is cmcial. The proposed research attempts 



to address the problems related to scheduling of petroleimfi refmed products 

pipelines in the light of the following questions: 

What are the different conceptual components of schedixling and power 
minimization and how they can be combined? 

By combining scheduling and power minimization, what is effect on 
operating cost for miming pumps at lifting station(s) and booster station(s)? 

The objective of the research was to propose and vaUdate a conceptual 

model for a petroleum product pipeline. The model supports and demonstrates a 

systematic scheme for solving an oil pipeline scheduling problems that will help a 

scheduler develop a feasible schedule and minimize power consumption. By 

defining the scheme with the help of a prototype, scheduling and power 

minimization could be performed quickly and easily. 

Organization of the Dissertation 

Chapter II of this proposal reviews published literature regarding 

optimization techniques applied to gas pipelines and petroleum pipelines. 

Chapter III describes the research methodology of the proposed research. 

For the proposed research Ackoff s (1962) methodology has been used. 

Chapter IV presents a conceptual model for petroleum products pipeline 

where scheduling and power minimization have been addressed simultaneously. 
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Chapter V details the design and implementation phase of the proposed 

research, highlighting the design requirements and the development of the 

prototype. 

Chapter VI describes the validation process in the light of the conceptual 

model developed in the previous chapter. 

Chapter VII discusses the contribution, limitations, and future extension of 

this research. 



CHAPTER II 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

There are economic questions related to multi-product pipelines that are 

common to most transportation systems. The primary goal of a pipeline system is 

to obtain the highest throughput at the lowest cost vyithout exceeding pressure 

limits in the system, and to deliver the required product voliunes to the customer 

on schedule (Kennedy, 1993). 

Optimization Techniques 

Gas Pipeline Optimization 

Most of the information available in the literature about petroleum pipeline 

systems is related to optimization of gas pipeline systems, reflecting the 

considerable work that has been done in this area. The objective of these works is 

to present methods of effectively utilizing compressors and optimizing power 

consumption. 

Dynamic programming is a powerftil step by step technique for making 

decisions. An early application of such a technique for unbranched operating 

networks was to optimize the operation of natural gas deliveries (Wong and 

Larsen, 1968). The optimal poUcy was to vary the compressor power as the 
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instantaneous demand required so the minimum pressure was just maintained. 

Another result of their study was the development of optimal operating policies for 

long transmission pipelines with several compressors in series. The objective was 

to minimize total compressor energy requirements. 

For large systems, dynamic programming is impractical because of the 

computational effort involved. Sood et al. (1971) extended the work of Wong and 

Larson, but in place of dynamic programming they used a gradient method. 

Cheesman (1971) utilized the total annual cost as the objective function, 

and used a point by point optimization technique. This technique solves the 

objective function at an arbitrary point and changes each variable individually by a 

preselected amount until an optimum direction is obtained, with the process being 

repeated until a local optimum has been found. The compressor station siting 

process used in Cheesman's program is based on calculating the distance between 

stations from the maximum dovmstream pipe pressure. This means that the 

resulting stations are placed so that each compressor's discharge pressxire is the 

pipeline's maximimi allowable pressure. 

Edgar et al. (1978) applied two solution techniques to optimize pipeline 

systems. They used the generalized reduced gradient method and the branch-and-

bound technique to minimize capital and operating costs of compressor stations. 
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Soliman and Murtagh (1982) developed an algorithm for a predetermined 

tree stmcture gas pipeline system. The algorithm could optimize the nimiber of 

compressor stations by taking into consideration the different diameters of 

pipelines. 

Huang and Seireg (1985) presented a survey of applications of optimization 

methods in the oil and gas pipeline industry. The survey covered different aspects 

of the industry, which includes optimal design, optimal expansion, optimal control 

and optimal operation of pipeline systems. The survey was focused primarily on 

gas pipeline systems and covers both design and operations aspects without 

criticizing any of the methods. The survey also discusses the issue relating to the 

optimization of offshore pipeline engineering. The overall essence of the survey is 

that a wide area of issues related to pipeline systems have been addressed, and 

optimization techniques have been developed. It is up to the industry to benefit 

from those methods. 

Grelli and Gilmour (1986) developed a technique by utilizing dynamic 

programming to optimize the operating conditions of a straight gas pipeline 

system. The software developed based on the technique was used at Pacific Gas 

Transmission Company. Since necessary data were available, a case study was 

carried out. It was estimated that by optimizing the different operating conditions, 

fuel savings up to 8% could be achieved. 

12 



Hathoot (1986) presented three formulas for designing pipelines of 

optimimi diameter with equally-spaced, similar pumping units. The three formulas 

are based on different types of flow rates: (1) laminar (2) turbulent flow and (3) 

rough turbulent flow. Before his publication, the friction factor was assimied to be 

constant. He not only proved that the fiiction factor is based on Reynold's number 

but also on the relative roughness of pipe. 

Jha and Sindri (1987) discussed different issues that are related to the 

design of pipelines. Some of the factors that have been addressed are: (1) choice 

of route; (2) calculation of flow and transmission pressures; (3) selection of pipe; 

(4) design code and thickness calculations; (4) compression station; (5) laying and 

fabrication; and (6) materials selection. All the above mentioned factors are very 

important from an economic point of view in order to achieve maximum return on 

investment. 

Multi-product Pipeline Optimization 

In a multi-product pipeline a batch is nominated, describing where the 

product wall be received (lifted) and where the product will be delivered. Also, the 

nomination must describe any involvement by other parties who are supplying the 

production, furnishing tankage, or having product consigned to them (Holbrook, 

1986). The acceptance decision requkes the pipeline operators to decide if the 
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deUveries can be made in the time frames, given the current line fill and other 

future or anticipated demands. This feasibility question must be answered for the 

product to be accepted or if a substitution of equivalent available product is 

allowed. In addition to the feasibility of acceptance, the operators must also 

decide whether an acceptance is profitable (Hane, 1992). 

Giles (1989) stressed the need for an integrated control system of a multi-

product pipeline system. In order to control the system efficiently, there are many 

issues that need to be taken into consideration. Some of the most important ones 

are: (1) scheduling and optimization; (2) automatic product handling; (3) line 

monitoring; (4) automatic line control; (5) interfaces to extemal systems; and (6) 

record keeping. However, the one issue that needs immediate attention is 

scheduling and optimization. Without feasible scheduling it is simply impossible 

to operate the pipeline in an economical way. Scheduling must satisfy a number 

of objectives, which include making deliveries of given volumes at various times. 

The objectives are subject to different constraints, namely, pipeline contents and 

its performance, the availabilites of the product at the sources and ullage at the 

depots. 

Very little information is available in the literature that addresses the issue 

of how to develop scheduling of multi-product pipeline. Dutta (1990) has 
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addressed the issue of minimizing the power costs assimiing that an optimal 

schedule has been determined. 

Schedulers have a large impact on energy expenditures. They make the 

majority of day to day decisions affecting energy expenditures. They determine 

the route, batch size, and destination of the batches. 

Kurak (1989) described the steps taken at the Texas Eastem Products 

Pipeline Co. to optimize power utilization. By using a computerized optimization 

program, required pump rates can be determined; and at the same time the program 

is capable of generating the arrival times for product deUveries. Once the 

complete modeling of a pipeline is established, the program generates different 

ptmip configurations based on various flow rates in order to minimize power cost. 

Dutta (1990, p. 97) writes: 

The power consumed at pimip stations is supplied by one or more utility 
companies which usually provide the operator with incentives to adjust 
consumption through a rate stmcture designed to increase demand during 
low-loading (off peak) hours. Energy costs, which are sizable fraction of 
total pipeline operating costs, could be reduced by the adjustment of 
operating parameters during a movement cycle. For a pipeline company 
with operation flexibility both in terms of throughput capacity and delivery 
schedules, the savings obtained could be substantial. 

Since batches of different types of refined products are pumped sequentially 

through the pipeline, the characteristics of the pipeline change with volume 

pumped. Constraints that restrict the choice of pump combinations include a 
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minimum volimie that must be pumped during the time period, and pressure 

constraints along the pipeline. The problem is significant because there exists a 

potential to save a lot of money in operating the pipeline. 

Review of the literature reveals that both scheduling and power 

minimization have been dealt separately. Also, there is no evidence in literature 

that supports that a conceptual model has been presented on a petroleum pipeline 

system to carry out pipeline operations. The purpose of the research is to present a 

conceptual model and develop a prototype based on conceptual model. 

Many dissertations in the area of production and operations management 

have built prototypes to support their work. For example the works of Cheng 

(1989), Eom (1992), and Liang (1993) have supported their work with the help of 

computer prototypes. The proposed research developed a prototype and evaluated 

it vsdth data gathered from a petroleum pipeline company for its different pipeline 

system. 

16 



CHAPTER HI 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

One of the major objectives of the proposed research was to develop a 

conceptual model of a petroleimi products pipeline system. As discussed in the 

literature review part that there has been no conceptual framework developed on 

pipeline systems. This research corrects the situation using the general research 

methodology of Ackoff (1962). The methodology is useful for any research that 

involves the development of a conceptual model that is validated by an 

experimental design phase. For the proposed research a prototype was developed. 

The general research methodology consists of six steps: 

1. Formulate the problem. 

2. Develop model of proposed solution. 

3. Develop operational system based on model. 

4. Verify the system. 

5. Evaluate and validate the results. 

6. Refme model and repeat steps 1-5, if necessary. 
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Problem Statement 

The objective of this research was to develop a conceptual model of 

petroleum products pipeline where both scheduling and power minimization can 

be combined. In order to operate a pipeline, maximization of throughput and 

minimization of power consimiption are very essential. By combining scheduling 

and power minimization both problems can be addressed sunultaneously and not 

as separate entities. 

Model of Proposed Solution 

This step deals with the theory building phase of the research. The 

historical analysis (Baldwin and Yadav, 1995) was applied to derive theory in this 

study. The theory building phase of the conceptual model was divided into two 

sections. The first part dealt with the scheduling, where nomination of the shipper 

is handled. The second part dealt with the power minimization where the objective 

of a scheduler is to minimize power consimiption by utilizing optimum number of 

pumps. A feasible flow rate was also taken into account as a constraint because 

the flow rate is a key variable to get power minimized scheduling. 

18 



Prototvpe Development 

This phase is part of theory testing. A prototype system was developed 

based on the conceptual model developed in the theory building phase. The 

development of prototypes is very much analogous to the experimental design 

phase (Baldwin and Yadav, 1995). Also, O'Leary (1988) states that the system 

prototyping demonstrates a "proof of idea." Moreover, Khazanchi (1991, p.40) writes: 

From a philosophical perspective, the prototype computer system is a way of 
confirming (or substantiating) that our model of reaUty-whatever that may be~ 
is tenable. The prototype system is a tool—akin to the experimental design in 
empirical research—that provides a means for validating theories or conceptual 
models. 

Thus the prototype developed for the proposed research wdU provide a tool by 

which the theoretical work may be confirmed. Even if the prototype system shows 

that the conceptual model fails to achieve the desired results, it stiU wdU help to 

understand the problem (O'Leaiy, 1988). The scheduling part, consist of front end 

scheduling and back end scheduling. Both ends of scheduling are divided into four 

activities. The theory testing phase includes the design specification and operation of 

both ends of scheduling. 

Front end scheduling deals wdth the nomination and building of cycles. By 

creating an editing screen, a scheduler can easily investigate whether the pipeline 

system can fulfill the requested nomination. If nomination exceeds the maximum 
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throughput of the pipeline, then proration is inevitable. With the help of a screen, the 

scheduler will be able to build cycles based on multi-day periods. 

Back end scheduling deals with the flow rate, transfer time and arrival time of a 

batch at its destination. The flow rate, transfer time and arrival time of a batch can be 

calculated vsdth the help of different activities explained in the conceptual model part. 

By developing different screens, a scheduler simply feeds the desired amount of 

product that need to be shipped to the customer, and vsdth the support of different 

algorithm, the prototype would calculate the flow rate, transfer time and arrival time of 

batches at their respective destinations. 

The second part of the dissertation focuses on power minimization of a 

pumping station. The algorithm wiU find the best combination of pumps at every 

station in such a way that the power consumption is minimized, thereby reducing the 

energy cost. The essential factors that vsdU be considered while minimizing the power 

consimiption are fiiction losses between the stations and pressure losses due to 

elevation changes. The pressure produced by the pumps should not exceed the 

maximum pressure limit of the pipeline system. Since the objective is to minimize 

power consumption at each station, a pump combination is chosen that causes the 

highest pressure at the minimum power requirements. Examining aU possible pump 

combinations would be very time consuming and for this reason impUcit enumeration 

was used to select the pump combination. By using impUcit enumeration not aU 
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different combinations need to be investigated. To support the power minimization 

part, different screens were designed to capture the essential features of a pipeline 

system. Hence, the entire plan of designing the prototype was to support the different 

activities related to scheduling and power minimization. By designing screens to 

support different activities, the idea was to capture the essential features of a pipeline 

system. The detailed design was concentrate on specifying the physical characteristics 

of a pipeline system in such a way that the end user achieves the best possible results. 

Once the specifications were estabUshed, the prototype was constmcted and tested. 

Prototvpe Verification and Validation 

Steps 4 and 5 are also part of the theory testing research phase. These steps 

focus on the verification and validation of the prototype system. The aim of 

verification and validation of the prototype system was to demonstrate that a given 

model can achieve the desire results. 

The conceptual model discussed in the next chapter was vaUdated by the 

construction of a prototype system. The constmction provides an expUcit and efficient 

method for researchers to focus their judgment and intuition (Shannon, 1975). 

A developed prototype was tested for pipeUne systems that have different 

physical layouts. The results obtained from the prototype were analyzed to test the 

accuracy and correctness of the model. 
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With the help of prototype the scheduler would be able to transfer all 

repetitive calculations to the computer, and also select the best possible pump 

combination at each station to minimize power cost. 

The sample input data for the vaUdation of the prototype details the physical 

layout of the pipeline and operational variables such as batch Ust, flow rate, and 

pump configurations. The physical layout of the pipeline also details the number 

of booster stations to maintain a steady flow rate. The above information was 

collected from a pipeline company. Using the sample data, the prototype will 

determine the best schedule and calculate the total operating cost. The outputs 

from the prototype include predicted times for operating events (such as arrival 

time of batches at their respective destination) as well as the costs associated with 

the pipeline operations. The results were compared to the actual operating data for 

the pipeline. 

In order to consolidate the validation fiirther, the prototype was presented to 

the selected user. The user opinion about the effectiveness of the prototype was 

collected through series of meetings. The prototype serves as a research 

instrument that enables the researcher to obtain necessary feedback from the users. 

Parker (1995, p. 174) writes: 

Prototype development and modeling are but one component of a research 
method, and without proper validation are subject to question. Validation is 
a vital step in the research process because it helps to establish the 
acceptability of a model's results, and thus generates confidence that 
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model's performance accurately reflects the real-world system being 
modeled. 

Refinement 

The last step of the research methodology acknowledges the iterative nature 

of research. If the proposed model does not match the desire results during the 

verification and validation part of prototype system then it is necessary to reiterate 

steps 1 through 5 to refine the model. 
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CHAPTER IV 

DEVELOPMENT OF CONCEPTUAL MODEL 

Introduction 

The chapter on literature review indicated the lack of a conceptual model 

ever presented to manage petroleum pipeline operations. The purpose of 

presenting a conceptual model is to provide a framework for developmg computer-

based systems to help a scheduler carry out pipeline operations in an efficient 

maimer. Also, by presenting a conceptual model future research can be carried out 

for more complex pipeline system. Before going in depth about the conceptual 

model, the stmcture of pipeline system is explored. 

A pipeline system is divided into many segments to ease the operations. 

Usually operations are carried out independently for each segment. A segment 

consists of stations and delivery points. Pumps are located at stations in various 

combinations. Pumps may very in size from station to station. The energy being 

used to operate those pumps may also vary. However, most of the time they are 

driven by electric power. Figure 4.1 shows a sample pipeline model. 
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Conceptual Framework 

Pipeline systems are complex networks and differ from organization to 

organization. However, the scheduling operations for different organizations share 

common requirements because the scheduling problem is more or less the same for 

each. The differences are due to the physical characteristics and variables of each 

line, such as pipe diameter, flow rates, and tankage capacity. One of the prime 

objectives of operating any petroleum product pipeline is to ensure that the 

products are delivered to the terminals to meet the supply requirements and at 

minimal cost (Pipeline Industries Guild, 1984, pp. 139). The conceptual model 

that combines scheduling and power minimization for the multi-product pipeline is 

shown in Figure 4.2. An acceptable schedule that meets delivery requirement is 

produced through front end and back end scheduling. This acceptable schedule is 

then used as an input for power minimization. The feed-back to the front-end 

scheduling as shown by a dotted line in Figure 4.2 is for investigating several 

options in splitting nomination of products in order to minimize power utiUzaition. 

Thus, the result will be a feasible schedule with accurate delivery time of different 

products with minimum power cost. This conceptual model can be used to 

develop a computerized tool to ease a scheduler's task. The next three sections 

discuss each of the three components of the conceptual model in detial. 
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Front End Scheduling 

Front end scheduling starts with the development of a batch list, namely the 

acceptance of nominated volumes from customers. A requested nomination is 

prorated prior to acceptance, if it does not match the systems capacity. An 

accepted nomination is then split into batches, and put into a batch list. The batch 

list consist of product names, planned injection locations and volumes, and 

planned delivery locations and volumes. 

Batch lists usually are based on a predetermined cycle. The cycle covers 

either 7 or 10 days, and is used as a template for building the batch list. There are 

a number of factors to determine the cycle period, based on the production cycles 

of refineries that feed a pipeline, on the delivery schedules of cmde oil shippers, 

on the delivery requirements of various terminals along the line, and on a standard 

cycle that is solely designed to simplify the scheduling process. 

For front end scheduling, a scheduler generally is responsible for carrying 

out the building and managing of a batch list. The first input for front end 

scheduling is the acceptance of nominated volumes from different customers. 

Accepted nomination is then divided into a batch list. As mentioned above, 

building of batch list is based on a cycle period. Once batch Ust is prepared, then 

a scheduler determines the transfer time and arrival time of different batches at 

their respected destinations, and this is called "back end scheduling." 
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Back End Scheduling 

Back end of scheduling involves the generation of a detailed schedule of all 

batches in a batch Ust for a particular cycle. This includes product transfer time, 

arrival time, and flow rates. The scheduler defines his requirements in terms of 

target flow rates and batch arrival times. The scheduler then operates the pipeline 

in such a way as to meet the arrival times of batches with minimum flow rate. 

Thus, in order to find the arrival times of batches, the scheduler needs to determine 

the flow rate. 

A scheduler collects information covering the volumes, supply point and 

destinations of each batch planned to be shipped. A scheduler sequences the 

various batches, taking into account the following considerations, with each cycle: 

• Adhere to standard product sequence to keep product contamination to a 

minimum level; and 

• Avoid the generation of sweet/sour product interfaces. 

Dreyer (1949, p. 181) writes: 

Positioning of batches m cycles is controUed by the specifications of the 
products. Those products which are of a higher grade or which have 
specifications which preclude any commingling are placed in the center of 
the cycle in order that the lower grades of products may act successively as 
buffers for them and for each other. The arranging of products in this 
maimer eliminates the possibility of degradation of product by commingling 
to a point where the product would be below salable quality. 
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Once the scheduler has prepared a draft of sequence (front end scheduling), 

Ue/she will evaluate it to determine if any altemative sequence would be better and 

to consider its implications, especially with regard to consequent shutdowns and 

flow rate. WTien the sequence and volume of a cycle is estabUshed the scheduler 

prepares a 'plan' detailing the flow rate, transfer time and arrival time of batches. 

In general a schedule comprises the product, the quantity to be delivered to their 

respective customers, the transfer time, and the arrival time. Thus, in order to 

develop an automated system based on the conceptual model to help a scheduler 

carry out both front end and back end scheduling efficiently, the system must 

support the following activities: 

1. Build sequence of products, and add or delete products to develop a different 

sequence position; 

2. Build cycles for the requested nominations, and change volume of products 

manually; 

3. Determine the flow rate based on requested nomination and capacity of 

pipeline; and 

4. Determine the arrival times of batches to their respected destinations. 

Activity 1 can be achieved by creating a screen through which a scheduler 

can make necessary changes to fit the scheduUng pattem. A scheduler can add or 

delete products to a different position. By creating such a screen, a scheduler 
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would have complete control over the sequences of products going through the 

pipeline. There is always a possibility that the volume accepted in the nomination 

phase may exceed the systems capacity. A warning message must be displayed to 

warn the scheduler once the scheduler accepts the nomination. 

Activity 2 is the continuation of the previous step. Once the scheduler has 

entered all the products that need to be transported, he/she must decide the batches 

of products that would go in each cycle. The determination of batches is based on 

cycle time. 

Activity 3 deals with the flow rate once the schedule of different products 

in a batch has been determined. A scheduler has different choices to determine the 

flow rate. It can be on the basis of average flow rate or a predetermined flow rate 

to meet requested nominations. Flow rates should not exceed the systems 

capacity. In order to calculate average flow rate, a scheduler divides the total 

volume shipped by the schedule time. However, there are times when the average 

flow rate is not an appropriate choice, especially when the requested nomination is 

equal or greater than the pipeline capacity. There are two possibilities with respect 

to requested nominations (i.e., demand from different customers): 

• Demand is less than the systems capacity, and 

• Demand is equal to or greater than the systems capacity. 
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If demand is less than the systems capacity, customers' request could be 

met at a steady flow rate, which in most cases is based on average flow rate. 

However, when demand equals or exceeds the systems capacity, then the pipeline 

needs to be operated at the maximum capacity to meet the demand of customers. 

Since the focus of this research is to combine scheduling and power minimization, 

determination of flow rate to meet the demand and at the same time to minimize 

power consumption is very critical. In order to achieve the maximum throughput 

of a pipeline system, nominations requested could be delivered at different flow 

rates (depending on the contents of a pipeline). The delivery of requested 

nominations should be based on average flow rate. The average flow rate should 

be checked to confirm the acceptance of the proposed batch list for a particular 

cycle. If the average flow rate cannot meet the requirements then the flow rate that 

could achieve the delivery time of the proposed batch must be determined. Since 

every pipeline system is subjected to a minimum and maximum pressure 

constraints, different flow rates at a constant increment can be tested to achieve the 

delivery of requested nominations and minimize the power consumption. For 

different increasing flow rates the line pressure increases until the pressure 

becomes unfeasible by violating a maximum pressure constraint. 

In order to carry out activity 4, a scheduler needs to know the starting time 

of each product that will enter the line, and the ending time of each product that 
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will be delivered to different delivery stations. Through this activity, a scheduler 

specifies the precise operation time of the pipeline provided there are no 

unforeseen circumstances that cause the pipeline to be shut down. Hence, in order 

to estimate the arrival time of a given batch at different deUvery points, 

displacement (volume to be shipped) is divided by tiie flow rate. Let us denote the 

variables to derive the displacement equation: 

Li = Lifting station (point of entry into a 

pipeline system). 

Q = Flow rate, bbl/hour 

Aij = Arrival time of batch 'i' at station j ' . 

dij = Displacement between station 'i' and j ' . 

The arrival time (An) will be equal to zero at the lifting station (Li). At 

delivery station the arrival time of a batch will be A12 = An + di2/Q, or 

Aij = Aij.i + dij/Q (Crosby and Baxter, 1978). 

One of the limitations of the above relation is that it does not allow any 

intermption at the lifting station(s). If the pipeline shuts down because of any 

unforeseen circumstances, then arrival times have to be re-calculated. 

A pipeline is divided into many segments and each segment has one lifting 

station. However, if one segment of a pipeline system is working below capacity 

(supply is greater than demand) and the next segment cannot fulfill the demand of 
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a product that could be supplied from the lifting station of a previous segment then 

those two segments are integrated to meet the total demand. In order to integrate 

the two lifting stations, tiie flow rate must be known at the Ufting station. The 

flow rate can be a key factor if those two segments are being operated at a 

different rate. In order to know tiie flow rate at each lifting station, tiie batch 

volume of each product is needed. Activity 2 that deals with batch volume of 

products in different cycles can specify the volume that could be lifted from 

different lifting stations. For example, if 5,000 barrels of gasoline is Ufted from 

station 1 in a particular cycle, then with the help of a screen a scheduler can 

specify that 3,000 would be delivered to shipper 1 and the rest would be delivered 

to shipper 2. Shipper 2 will also get regular supplies from lifting station 2. 

When two lifting stations are mtegrated to meet the total demand, the flow 

rate of each segment of a pipeline system can be calculated by applying the same 

methodology as discussed above. However, it is obvious that both segments wiU 

have different flow rates depending on the volume of product being lifted from 

different stations. 

Power Minimization 

Optimal design of a pipeline network is the key aspect for achieving the 

best operating results. There are numerous variables that need to be taken into 
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consideration when designing a pipeline system. Diameter of pipe segments is 

perhaps the most important one. Moreover, designing also includes the number of 

booster station required to pump the products to delivery stations, as well as the 

number of pumps required at Ufting and booster station. Hence, designing is the 

most complex problem with the specification of any pipeline network. Once the 

designing part is completed, then the next step is to operate the pipeline in the 

most efficient way. Operating conditions include the pressure drop along the 

pipeline, and the effective utilization of pumps at booster station. An operator can 

easily manage a pipeline of just one pump optimally with experience and intuition. 

For more than one pump, experience and intuition is not possible because the 

human mind cannot take into account the many variables of operating many 

pumps. 

A typical pipeline runs hundred of miles and has many booster stations, as 

shown in Figure 4.3. Each booster station has more than one pump to maintain the 

desired flow rate. In order to meet the desired flow rate, pumps are operated in 

such a way as to minimize the horsepower requirements between the two stations. 

To obtain the horsepower requirements to maintain a steady flow rate between 

stations, friction losses and elevation changes between the station must be known. 
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Friction losses between the two stations can be calculated with the help of the 

pressure drop equation (Bell, 1963): 

?u = (n,355Q'''')/(C''''d'''') (4.1) 

where 

PM = pressure drop per mile, psi 

Q = flow rate, bbl/hour 

C = Hazen-Williams fiiction factor 

d = internal diameter of pipe, in. 

Hence, if two stations are located 50 miles apart the total pressure drop for 

50 miles of line can be calculated as foUows: 

P50 =xpsi, (4.2) 

X psi will be the total pressure drop for 50 miles. To overcome the friction 

resistance of the pipe to maintain the desire flow rate so that products could be 

delivered to their respective destinations, a scheduler needs to know the 

horsepower required to overcome the pressure drop due to friction. If a station has 

three pumps, the total horsepower produced by the pumps can be expressed as: 

Total Horsepower(p) = pump(l or 0) * horsepower produced at pump 1 + 

pump(l or 0) * horsepower produced at pump 2 + pump(l or 

0) *horsepower produced at pump 3. (4.3) 
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In the above relation pump (1 or 0) is an indicator function signifying the 

status of the pump; that is pump (1) indicates the pump is on and pump (0) 

indicates the pump is off. 

A station with three pumps can have 2̂  = 8 different combinations to obtain 

the required horsepower. The different possible combinations are shown in Table 

4.1. In order to operate the pipeline at a desUed flow rate, the horsepower 

generated by the 'on' pumps must be sufficient to overcome pressure losses along 

the pipeline arising from fiiction. 

Since different types of products (each product has a different density) are 

pumped through the pipeline in batches of different sizes according to a 

predetermined sequence, the pipeline pressure losses depend on the product in the 

line. As a result, the horsepower requirements and power consumption would 

differ according to the product being pumped. The overall objective is to 

minimize the power consumption of pumps at each station at a desired flow rate. 

Power consumption (p) is dependent on the amount of product pumped and the 

combination of pumps (either on or off) at a given flow rate. Overall power 

consumption (p) will be the summation of pump work (Wi) times mass flow rate 

(McCabe & Smith, 1976). Mathematically, it can be expressed as: 

p = Wi*mi. (4.4) 
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Table 4.1 Different Pump Combinations of a Station with three Pumps 
Different Combinations 

000 

100 

010 

001 

110 

101 

Oil 

111 

Operation Description 

No Pump is in Operation 

First Pump is in Operation 

Second Pump is in Operation 

Third Pump is in Operation 

First two Pumps are in Operation 

First and Last Pumps are in Operation 

Last two Pumps are in Operation 

All three Pumps are in Operation 
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Since liquid is an incompressible fluid, BemouUi's equation (McCabe & 

Smith, 1976) can be used to calculate the pump work at a station. The equation is: 

Ti*Wi = (prb-pra)/p +g*(Zb-Za)+l/2(Vb'-Va'). (4.5) 

The above equation can be restated as: 

Ti *Wi = (prb/p + Zb/g + Vb'/2)-(pra/p + ZJg + Va'/2) (4.6) 

where 

r[ =Overallefficiency of pump 

Wj = Pump work/unit mass of fluid, ft-lb/lbm 

prb = Pressure at station 'b', Ibf̂ ft 

pra = Pressure at station 'a', Ibf/ft 

p = Density, Ib/ft̂  

g = Acceleration due to gravity, ft/s 

Zb = Height at station 'b', ft 

Za = Height at station 'a', ft 

Vb = Velocity at station 'b', ft/sec 

Va = Velocity at station 'a', ft/sec. 

The objective here is to minimize power consumption at each station. 

Therefore, the objective function can be written as: 

n 

Minimize p = X ^ î̂ imj (4.7) 
;=1 
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subject to the maximum and minimum pressure constraint for each station 

2 kiWimi/Q < P„3x (4.8) 
1=1 

2; k.Wimi/Q>P,, (4.9) 
1=1 

and k = 0,1 for i= 1,2,3,...n. (4.10) 

where 

p = horsepower of pumps 1, 2, & 3,respectively, ft-lbf^sec 

ki = 0 or 1 depending whether pump is off or on 

Q = Volumetric flow rate, bbl/hour 

Wi = Pump work/unit mass of fluid, ft-lbf/lbm-

Since the total horsepower required at the outlet of a station is not known, 

and since the pipeline must operate within a certain pressure range in order to 

maintain the desired volumetric flow rate, there will be many possible ways that 

pumps can be operated to obtain the desired horsepower requirements(p). To take 

into consideration all possible pump combinations would be very tedious and time-

consuming. The problem can be resolved with the help of implicit enumeration, 

wUich is often used to solve 0-1 integer programming problems. The combinations 

will be tried in the order of increasing output. The combination that will produce 

the required horsepower will be considered the optimal solution. 
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Feed-back to Front End Scheduling 

When a segment of a pipeline is operating at its fuU capacity, it is very 

likely that requested nomination needs to be prorated. Different prorations could 

have drastic effect on power consumption. Proration means lost business for an 

organization. However, irrational proration could also results in higher power 

consumption. To investigate the effect of different prorations on power 

consumption and the schedule, a feed-back is drawn as shown in Figure 4.2. 

The feed-back drawn to front end scheduling can also help to understand 

the effect on power minimization if volumes in each cycle are changed. Front end 

scheduling shows the size, sequence, and delivery points of batches in a particular 

cycle. Nomination is directly related to batch sizes of different refined products. 

The building of batches in different cycles determines the amount of volume that 

will be delivered to different shippers in each cycle. The determination of flow 

rate is directly dependent on the amount of volume being shipped in each cycle. 

This research investigated the effect of flow rate on power consumption by 

changing the total volume in each cycle. 

Measure of Performance 

Since the ultimate goal of the scheduling is to minimize the operation cost 

while meeting the customers' request, the total operating cost information must be 
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provided to the scheduler. Therefore power consumption needs to be translated 

into the operation cost. Since combining of scheduling and power minimization is 

based on flow rates, the emphasis of this research will be to minimize the 

utiUzation of horsepower of pumps at individual stations. Energy usage is based 

on the consumption of electricity and is expressed in terms of kilowatt-hours 

(Kw.hr). In order to convert horsepower into kilowatt hours, horsepower must 

first be converted into kilowatts and then be multipUed by the number of hours the 

pumps run. This will yield kilowatt-hours, which when multipUed by the energy 

cost will give the total cost. Mathematically, it can be expressed as (Hauser, 1991): 

Total Cost(TCo) = Hp * .746 Kw/Hp * hrs.*cost/Kw.hr. (4.11) 

The above relation is good only for operating costs for running the pumps 

and does not take into account the pipe investment charges. Since the research 

will be focused on minimizing the operating costs of pumps at lifting and booster 

stations, total cost will be based only on operation charges. Edgar and 

Himmelblau (1988) have pointed out the importance of both investment charges 

and operating costs to achieve the overall objective of minimizing cost. 
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CHAPTER V 

PROTOTYPE DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION 

In the previous chapters, we have provided a description of the petroleum 

products pipeline, a conceptual model to combine both scheduling and power 

minimization, and a validation plan. This chapter focuses in depth on a validation 

strategy that includes the design specification for the constmction of the prototype 

and how to implement it. An appropriate tool selection is necessary to support the 

conceptual model and the user requirements. In this phase of the research the 

emphasis was on the factors and assumptions that influence the design and 

implementation of the components of the conceptual model. 

The Research Model 

Before discussing in detail the factors and assumptions that are needed for 

the design of the prototype, the research model is illustrated. The conceptual 

model, presented in chapter four, is capable of handling any petroleum pipeline 

system with one or two lifting points. The conceptual model does not place any 

limitation on the physical characteristics of a pipeline system. Some important 

physical characteristic of a pipeline system includes the lengtii of a pipeline, 

intemal diameter, and the number of booster stations. No limits can be imposed 
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on the conceptual model; however, it is necessary to impose limitation in order to 

develop a prototype from a conceptual model. The main objective of constmcting 

a prototype is to validate the conceptual model and investigate the effect of 

combining the scheduling and power minimization in the Ught of total operating 

cost. 

In order to place limitations on the research model to validate the 

conceptual model, the design and implementation phase were carried out with 

detailed discussion of factors and assumptions for constmcting the prototype. 

Factors and Assumptions 

Front end scheduling starts with accepting nominations from different 

shippers. If requested nomination cannot meet system's capacity, then cut-back is 

inevitable. Also, every nomination is carried out on a predetermined cycle basis. 

There are different factors that could influence the scheduler to prorate 

nomination. The most important one would be the type of cmde oil being 

processed at the refinery. If refinery is processmg light cmde oil then it will 

distillate light end (gasoline, naphtha and kerosene) products. On the other hand, 

if refmery is processing heavy cmde oil then it will produce heavy end (gas oil and 

fiiel oil) products. Since the acceptance of nomination is not a definite thing, we 

assumed that all requested products are available and could be delivered in equal 
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or requested volumes to the shippers provided the requested nomination meets the 

system capacity. The assumption was necessary in the absence of a forecasting 

model for different refined products. 

Another important factor to carry out front end scheduling is the cycle time. 

Usually companies deUver the accepted nomination into either 3 or 4 cycle 

period. The prototype is not restricted to generate volumes for a selected cycle 

time, but could generate volume of products for different cycle time. The reason 

to make prototype flexible for different cycle time because it may vary from 

company to company. 

For back end scheduling, the variables required are the flow rate, the 

transfer time, and the arrival time of batches to their respected shippers. The 

prototype generates the average flow rate to determine the transfer time and arrival 

time of batches. This assumption was necessary because average flow rate meets 

the minimum pressure constraint required to maintain the integrity of the batches 

and avoid the contamination of products. If average flow rate does not meet the 

required cycle time of deUvering different products, then flow rate can be 

increased at a constant rate to meet the shipment of products within the specified 

time interval. 

To find the best combmation of pumps so that energy cost could be 

reduced, an assumption was made that there were no more than three pumps at 
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either a lifting station or a booster station. Also, the pumps mounted at each 

station are either of the same horesepower or are of different horsepower starting 

from low to high capacity. The pumps are needed along the pipeline to maintain a 

steady flow rate. We assumed that all pumps are centrifugal and being driven by 

motors and not by steam turbine. Efficiency of pumps was a key factor to find the 

minimum horsepower required to deliver products to their destination. An 

assumption was made that each pump can operate at its maximum capacity. Or in 

other words, the efficiency (r[) of each pump is equal to one. 

The Perspectives of the Scheduler 

Before detailing the design specification that is based on factors and 

assumptions discussed earlier, we summarize the outline of the three components 

of the conceptual model from the viewpoint of a scheduler. 

1. Scheduling Data: The information required to carry out scheduling starts 

with the number of products needed to be transported to each shipper. 

The nominations request could vary from month to month. Also, the 

number of products and the numbers of shippers will vary for every 

nomination. The prototype should have the capability to handle the 

variation that may exist from month to month. After establishing the 

number of products and the number of shippers for the requested 
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nomination, a scheduler checks whether the requested nomination can 

meet the system capacity. Since the physical set-up of every pipeline 

system differs from one another, a scheduler should know the system 

capacity. If requested nomination exceeds system capacity then a 

scheduler must prorate the nomination. The prototype must be able to 

wam a user about the system capacity. The geometric set-up of a 

pipeline system varies from company to company, and includes different 

parameters. The parameters in the prototype are listed under the station 

and pipe line data. Station data includes information about the lifting 

station(s) as well as about the booster station(s). The pipeline data deals 

with the physical layout of a pipeline system that consists of the total 

length, the intemal diameter, and the elevation changes. The parameters 

are required so that a scheduler should have the flexibility to key in 

necessary information for calculating the optimum horsepower 

requirements at a lifting station as well as at a booster station. 

2. Scheduling Steps: Once the nomination phase is over, a scheduler is to 

deliver products in different cycle period. The prototype must generate 

different volumes based on a cycle period determined by a scheduler. A 

scheduler should have the flexibility to calculate the flow rate, the 

transfer time, and the arrival time of batches to their respected 
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destinations. A scheduler must be able to change volumes of batches 

manually m a cycle as well as the flow rate to transfer batches in a cycle 

period. After determining the volumes to be transferred in a cycle, flow 

rate, transfer time, and arrival time, a scheduler must use the pumps in a 

proper way so as to minimize the consumption of power. An effort has 

been made to animate the transfer of products with the minimum 

requirements of horsepower. Minimum horsepower requirements is 

achieved by utilizing the minimum number of pumps. Through animation 

a scheduler would know how many pumps are required to transfer 

products to their respected destinations. The number of running pumps 

would also highlight the pressure drop along the pipeline and the 

minimum horsepower required. Also, horsepower requirement can be 

converted into energy cost for a particular cycle. 

Selecting the Software Tool 

The first step in the design and implementation phase of the prototype is the 

selection of the best available tools. The tools that are most suitable for the 

translation of conceptual model into a prototype should have been selected from 

traditional procedural programming languages or visual programming application 

development tools (VPADTs). VPADTs were preferred over traditional 
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programming languages because many of VPADTs are designed to develop 

windows appUcation. The main reason to select VPADTs was that many of them 

have built-in features that provide great convenience and help to build one's own 

special-purpose windows appUcations. 

After deciding the appropriate tool for designing and implementing the 

prototype, it was necessary to select the best available tool. After thorough 

investigating currently available VPADTs, Microsoft Visual Basic^ was selected to 

develop the prototype. The reasons for selecting Visual Basic as a tool are as 

follows (Perry, 1996): 

1. Visual Basic is based on Qbasic programming languages, thus anyone who has 

little knowledge of programming finds it friendlier than any other languages. 

Also, it is a complete development environment that includes a text editor, 

syntax checker, a rich set of debugging tools, and an interpreter by which 

execution is accomplished. 

2. It is graphical in its programming approach, that is, it provides many tools that 

one can use to design graphical applications. 

3. It is based on event-driven programming concept. Since it is an event-driven 

application, it is easy to create applications that are visually appealing and easy 

to use. 

Visual Basic is a registered trademark of Microsoft Software Corporation 
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4. It uses an interactive approach to develop programs. As a result the working 

environment of Visual Basic integrates many different functions within a 

common environment. The traditional development tools do not support 

integrated development environment. 

We used Visual Basic menu builder to constmct the user interface. The 

scheduling data and scheduling steps including power minimization was translated 

into a separate drop-down menu in the prototype. The objective here is to 

create an atmosphere for a schedider to carry out both functions (scheduling and 

power minimization) of a pipeline system in a most convenient way. 

Conger (1994) viewed every software system in terms of three major 

components: process, data, and user interface. Yadav and Rohatgi (1995) 

extended the idea that output of a software design must include the data design and 

the user interface design. According to Yadav and Rohatgi (1995), the design 

specification of a system should be such that it can transform necessary 

requirements of a system from an input to a quality output. The authors looked 

into several design methodologies and provided a list of desired outcomes from the 

design process. The list mentioned items such as user-interface design, 

implementation plan, and user manual. In the following sections we focus on the 

user-interface design from a scheduler perspective and the implementation of the 

prototype. 
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User Interface for Scheduling and Power Minimization 

In the design of the user interface for both ends of scheduling and power 

minimization, the standard Graphical User Interface (GUI) conventions have been 

employed. The interface was designed to be consistent witii the Microsoft 

Windows^ operating system. The interface follows the Windows operating 

guidelines and menu stmctures. The reason for using the approach is to enable the 

scheduler to have an easy-to-leam and easy-to-use system. 

To activate the system from a user point of view, drop-down menus have 

been designed. The main menu bar contains drop-down menus to assist a 

scheduler to carry out functions outiined in the conceptual model. 

Design of the Main Window 

Once the program starts the main window pops-up on the screen. The main 

window was designed on the principles of multiple-document (MDI) interface 

programs. MDI (parent form) is itself a program and it has the capability to 

contain several documents. All documents residing under a parent form are 

classified either as child or secondary windows. In other words, each document 

has its own window and all documents are part of a single parent form. Since all 

Microsoft Windows is an offical trademark of Microsoft Software Corporation 
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secondary windows are part of a single parent form, they can be opened at the 

same time. Also, they can be repositioned anywhere in the parent window. Since 

many windows can be opened and repositioned at the same time in the main 

window, standard arrangements of tiling and cascading of multiple secondary 

windows have been provided. 

The Designing of an MDI parent form is divided into two parts, an upper 

and a lower part. The upper part is the control area that contains a menu bar and a 

tool bar necessary for the application. The lower part is the application workspace 

area. It is an area where all MDI child forms reside. 

For the prototype, an MDI project called Schedule.MAK was built that 

consist of a parent form called MDIForml.FRM and multiple child forms, each of 

which supports different activities needed for a scheduler to carry out operations 

related to petroleum pipeline. The upper part of parent form consists of menu bar 

and menu title. The menu bar provides the user with a list of available commands. 

When a specific menu title is selected, a drop-down menu containing a list of 

menu items is displayed. The Anatomy of the main window is discussed in detail 

in the following paragraph. 
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Figure 5.1 Anatomy of the Parent Window 

The main window has five menu tities. In addition to menu tities that help 

to carry out different functions necessary for operating petroleum pipelines, the 

common dialog control appears as an icon on the form. The purpose of including 

common dialog control is to put one control to display one or more different dialog 

boxes. All MDI child forms can be seen in the work area with the aid of common 

dialog control. The drop-down menus of the main window are shown below: 
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Figure 5.2 File Menu 

The file menu handles all input and output, including reading and writing 

files, creating new documents and the Exit command to quit the application. The 

file menu has familiar design elements that mainstream applications use. The 

purpose of using the mainstream application format is to create a user fidendly 

environment for a scheduler. 

Fluid Selection 
No of Shippers 
Station Data • 
Pipe Line Data > 

Figure 5.3 Schedule Data Menu 

Figure 5.3 shows the second drop-down menu of the prototype that helps a 

scheduler to key in necessary information to carry out functions of pipeline 

operations. The Schedule Data menu has four options. The options for Fluid 
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Selection, Station Data, and Pipe Line Data are designed with the aid of MDI child 

forms. The number of shippers option is designed by using the UiputBox function. 

The InputBox function accepts input data regarding the number of shippers. It 

displays predefmed dialog box in such a way that the user is unable to change its 

appearance during runtime. 
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Figure 5.4 Fluid Selection Menu 

The Fluid Selection menu helps a user to select products that are requested 

for a particular nomination. Figure 5.4 consists of two list boxes. The first list box 

consists of product names. The second Ust box highUghts the names of product 

selected for a particular nomination. The products are listed from higher to lower 
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grade. The grading order is necessary to adhere the standard product sequence. 

The design feature of the form includes three command buttons. The command 

buttons are control objects. Controls accept user input or display output. Controls 

have properties that define aspects of thek behavior. The behavior of controls 

would respond to users' input. The command buttons would add or remove 

products selection process. 

WMMMMHBiiHjiumi MUKmtiiifiatiuwum-m 

»«*«P^^^^^Mî ^^S 
Please Enter the Number 
of Shippeis that will 
receive the shipments 

1'^ OK 

Cancel I 

0 

Figure 5.5 Shippers Menu 

Figure 5.5 is designed by using the InputBox function. The function 

displays to the user a dialog box with a message, a text box in which the user can 

enter information, an OK button, and a Cancel button. The message in the dialog 

box should prompt the user to enter the appropriate information in the text box. 
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File Schedule Data Scheduler Windows Help 

Station 

No. of pumps 

HP of pumps 

Figure 5.6 Lifting Station Data Menu 

The purpose of Figures 5.6 and 5.7 is to key in necessary information 

related to physical characteristics of stations in a pipeline system. It includes the 

number of pumps at lifting and booster stations and capacity of each pump. Both 

forms are designed with the assumption that there are three pumps located at 

lifting and booster stations. The scheduler can enter the horsepower of each pump 

at each station. 

r""]^M»i i^p|fil|Petrofe^S P ^ 
File Schedule Data Scheduler Windows Help 

mtAffx 

Figure 5.7 Booster Station Data Menu 
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Figure 5.8 Pipeline Data Menu 

Pipe Line window (Figure 5.8) is also used to specify the other physical 

aspects of a pipeline system that includes the intemal diameter of pipe, length of 

pipe, and elevation variation. After all of these specifications were entered into the 

prototype, they will be used to determine the number of pumps needed at different 

stations. 

Scheduler File Schedule Data Windows Help 
Frontend 
Back_end 
Animate transfers 
Power summary 

Figure 5.9 Scheduler Menu 
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Figure 5.9 shows the second major drop-down menu of the prototype. It 

consists of four sub-menus. All four options are designed witii tiie help of 

MDIchild forms. The Front end menu releases two different forms: 

a. Input for nomination; and 

b. Calculate delivery of products in different cycles. 

The Back end option consists of three different forms: 

a. Calculate the flow rate; 

b. Calculate transfer time of batches; and 

c. Calculate arrival time of batches. 

The Animate Transfer menu provides information about the horsepower 

requirements for both lifting and booster stations. It also animates the number of 

pumps required to operate to transfer volumes of different refmed products. In 

other words, the option carries out the following calculations: 

a. Determine the horsepower requirements for the transportation of each 

product; and 

b. Determine the number of pumps needed to meet the horsepower requirements. 

The last menu deals with the calculation of energy cost both at the lifting 

station(s) and the booster station(s). The power summary provides detailed 

information of each product with energy cost. It also adds all individual product 

energy cost to yield the total energy cost of each cycle. The power summary form 
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is designed as a report. The report can be saved as well as printed. The reason for 

providing both options is to aid a scheduler to keep historical data on hand for 

future references. 

Figure 5.10 Nomination form for a pipeline system with one 
DeUvery point 

The nomination form is designed to help a scheduler enter the volumes of 

products requested for a particular month. Figures 5.10 and 5.11 represent the 

nomination forms for a pipeline system with one Ufting station. The two forms are 

identical in nature. Figure 5.10 can store information for a pipeline system with 

one delivery point. On the other hand. Figure 5.11 can handle a pipeline system 

with two delivery points at a time. Nomination forms are designed with text boxes 

against each product to facilitate a scheduler to enter manually the volume of each 
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product for each shipper. The forms consist of two control objects. The calculate 

button helps a scheduler to total the volume of the requested nomination for every 

month. After finding the total volume for the requested nomination, the prototype 

would display a warning message if requested volume is above system capacity. 

The message warns the scheduler that proration of products is inevitable. 
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Figure 5.11 Nomination form for a pipeline system with two 
Delivery points 

Once nominations are accepted, they are ready to be transferred in batches 

depending on cycle time. The purpose of designing Figure 5.12 and Figure 5.13 is 

to carry out transportation of products in different cycle periods. Both forms were 

designed with many features. It includes the number of cycle days, volume of 

products to be shipped in batches, and total volume for the cycle period. The 
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purpose of providing those features is to enable a scheduler to carry out different 

fimctions needed to transfer products in batches. 

File Schedule Data Scheduler Windows Help 

Number of Cycle Days 
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Figure 5.12 Cycle Form for a pipeline system with a Single 
DeUvery Point 

The prototype by default calculates the equal volume of each product 

requested in the nomination on a cycle period often days. In order to provide 

flexibility to a scheduler, the calculated volume could be changed manually. Also, 

the number of cycle days can be changed from the default value often to any 

number of days. Once a scheduler decides tiie cycle time and tiie volume of each 

product for tiie said cycle, the prototype calculates the total volume required to be 

shipped. 
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Figure 5.13 Cycle form for a pipeline system with two DeUvery 
points 

Figure 5.14 is sinular to the last two forms; the only difference is that it 

takes care of a pipeline system with independent lifting stations and two delivery 

points. The main focus of the dissertation is for a pipeline system with one lifting 

station; however, an effort has been made to incorporate features of a pipeline 

system with two lifting stations. The lifting stations are independent to each other. 

However, the fu-st lifting station can meet the demand of the second delivery point 

provided tiie fu-st lifting station is operating under capacity tiiat is supply is greater 

than demand for tiie fu-st segment. Moreover, tiie second lifting station is also 

working under capacity (supply is greater than demand). However, tiie demand of 

a particular product cannot be met for the second segment tiiat is available in 
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excess at the first lifting station. The form is designed for a pipeline system that 

carries only different grades of gasoline in different batches. 
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Figure 5.14 Cycle Form for a Pipeline System with two 
Lifting Stations and two Delivery Points 

After determining the volume of each product and the cycle time of batches 

of products, the back-end phase of scheduling has to be addressed. For back-end 

phase the scheduler calculates the flow rate, arrival time, and transfer time of 

different products accepted in the nomination phase. The determination of flow 

rate is directiy dependent on the number of cycle days chosen by a scheduler in the 

front-end scheduling phase. The function of transfer and arrival times is to help a 
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scheduler see the different time periods required to ship products to their respected 

destinations. 

In order to support all three activities associated with back-end scheduling, 

different forms have been designed for different pipeline systems. 
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Figure 5.15 Flow Rate Transfer Form for a pipeline 
System with one DeUvery Point 

Figures 5.15 and 5.16 are designed to calculate the flow rate for different 

products. The flow rate is calculated for each batch tiiat is dependent on cycle 

time. The flow rates are calculated by using average flow rate. However, 

flexibility has been provided to modify those flow rates, if a scheduler feels that 

transfer and arrival times of batches need to be justified. 
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Figure 5.16 Flow Rate Transfer form for a pipeline 
System with two DeUvery Points 
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Figure 5.17 Flow Rate Transfer Form for a Pipeline 
System with two Lifting Stations 

The basic objective of Figure 5.17 is similar to the previous two forms. The 

only difference is that the form for Figure 5.17 supports a pipeline system with 
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two independent lifting stations. The flow rates for both stations would be 

different from each other. The determination of flow rate is dependent on the 

information that would be received from Figure 5.14. 
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Figure 5.18 Transfer Time Form for a Pipeline System with one 
DeUvery Point 

After establishing the flow rates for different products, a scheduler matches 

that flow rate against the transfer time and arrival time of batches. The arrival of 

time of all batches must match the cycle time established during the front-end 

phase of scheduling. If the arrival time of batches exceeds the cycle time, a 

scheduler can match both by adjusting the flow rates of different products. 
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Figure 5.19 Transfer Time Form for a Pipeline System with two 
Delivery Points 
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Figure 5.20 Transfer Time Form for a Pipeline System 
with two independent Lifting Stations and two 
DeUvery Points 
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Figures 5.22, 5.23, and 5.24 are designed to support the last activity related 

to back-end phase of scheduling. The forms calculate the arrival time of batches. 

The arrival time helps a scheduler to determine the number of pumps needed to 

transfer product from entry point to the delivery point. 
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Figure 5.21 Arrival Time Form for a pipeline system 
with one DeUvery Point 

After carrying out the different activities associated with front-end and 

back-end scheduling, the power minimization phase needs to be addressed. The 

step focuses on calculating the horsepower required to transfer different products 

to their respected destinations. It takes into account the pressure drop along the 

pipeline due to fiiction factor and elevation changes. 
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Figure 5.22 Arrival Time Form for a PipeUne System with 
one DeUvery Point 
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Figure 5.23 Arrival Time Form for a pipeline system with 
two Independent Lifting Stations and two DeUvery Points 

The power animation forms were designed for different pipeline system to 

calculate the horsepower requirements for different products in a cycle time. 
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Since the objective of designing those forms is to calculate the horsepower 

requirement necessary to transfer products to their destinations, animated forms 

have been designed with many features. 
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Figure 5.24 Transfer Animation Form for a pipeline system with one 
DeUvery Point and a Booster Station 

Figure 5.24 highUghts the different aspect of a pipeline system with a lifting 

station and a delivery point. The lifting station and booster station consist of three 

pumps each with the same capacity. The form consists of two combo boxes to 
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provide information to a scheduler that for which liquid what would be the 

pressure drop and horsepower requirements. The reason for using a combo box 

control was that it combines the features of a text box and a list box. It aUows the 

user to select an item from a predefmed list. The predefmed list in the form is the 

product list selected at the front-end phase of the scheduling. Also, combo boxes 

save space on a form. The combo boxes are used for selecting the product and for 

choosing the shipper. By pickmg those two choices, the prototype calculates the 

horesepower requirements using the objective function explained in the conceptual 

part. Once the horsepower requirements are known, the number of pumps 

required at the stations to maintain the flow rate determined at the back-end phase 

of scheduling, would be established. To find the number of pumps needed at the 

stations; animated screens have been designed. The red circles would indicate the 

pumps have to be operated whereas the green circles would mean the pumps 

remain idle. 

The animation part of Figure 5.24, Figure 5.25, and Figure 5.26 is 

supported by using the timer control feature. The most basic use of a timer is to 

add animation to a window. The purpose of using animation is to get a user's 

attention during the run process. It also responds to the passage of time. 
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To create visual appeal for a user, the animated forms for all three pipeline 

system contain color images and pictures. Microsoft Paintbmsh software^ was 

used to draw the pictures of pipeline and tanks. The pictures were saved as BMP 

files. The images and pictures were then placed on the animated form. 
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Figure 5.25 Power Animation Form for a pipeline system with two 
Delivery Points 

The user can start the animation by cUcking the Start button. Once the Start 

button is clicked, its caption changes to Stop. During the run process, the user can 

click this Stop button to stop the animation. 

"̂  Microsoft Paintbmsh is an offical trademark of Microsoft Software Corporation 
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File Schedule Data Scheduler Windows Help 

Figure 5.26 Power Animation Form for a pipeline system with two 
Independent Lifting Stations and two Deliveries Points 

Basic Module 

In Visual Basic a module contains only code. The module holds the Type 

Defmition and the global variable. There are many advantages of writing a Basic 

Module. First, the module is the best place to declare a variable that is global in 

nature. Second, procedures in a basic module can be called from all parts of the 

program. However, if a procedure is written in a form, then only it can be called 

witiiin tiiat form. For tiie prototype, MODULEl.BAS was written, and it contains 
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global variables and procedures that are accessible by other forms within the 

application. The module is written to meet the needs of user-defined data type. 

This is achieved by defining the stmcture of the program. The stmcture is defined 

by using the Type...End Type statement. MODULE l.BAS contain stmctures to 

meet the user need; the stmcture defined in the module are as follows: 

1. Station Data(stn_data) 

2. Pipeline Data(pipeline_data) 

3. System Data(sys_data). 

A detailed description of the prototype data stmcture is in Appendix A. 
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CHAPTER VI 

PROTOTYPE VALIDATION AND EVALUATION 

After constmcting the prototype, we selected a local petroleum pipeline 

company to validate and evaluate the prototype. The purpose of prototyping is to 

help in explaining and understanding a system. A case-based approach was 

applied to validate the functionality of the prototype (Baldwin and Yadav, 1995). 

The validation process was done for three different petroleum pipelines that differ 

in physical characteristics. 

The validation of prototype was based on comparison study between the 

actual operating cost and the results drawn from the prototype. Khazanchi (1991, 

pp. 163-165) writes about the prototype vaUdation: 

The best way of evaluating "success" is to manuaUy analyze a sample problem 
and then use the prototype to do the same. The degree to which these analyses 
are comparable can be taken as the measure for "success" in terms of the 
verification question. The abiUty of the prototype system to objectively 
demonstrate aU (or a majority) of the functions specified.. .can be taken as a 
measure of "success" in terms of the vaUdation question. 

Prototvpe Testing 

We tested the prototype for three different pipeline systems. All three 

pipeline system differs in physical characteristics. In order to test those different 

pipelines, data was collected for each pipeline separately. The data collection 
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process started with the collection of physical attributes of the pipeline system. It 

includes, the number of lifting stations, the number of booster stations, intemal 

diameter of the pipeline, number of pumps at each station, horsepower of pumps at 

each station, lengtii of pipeline, elevation changes, nominations for a particular 

month, throughput for the month, total operating cost for the month, and the 

average power cost for each barrel of product shipped. The first pipeline that was 

tested had the following physical characteristics (Table 6.1). 

Table 6.1 Physical Characteristics of a pipeline system with one lifting station 
and one delivery point 
Intemal Diameter 

Number of Lifting Stations 

Number of Pumps at the Lifting Station 

Horsepower of Pumps 

Number of Booster Stations 

Number of Pumps at the Booster Station 

Horsepower of Pumps 

Number of Delivery Points 

Elevation Changes from Lifting to Booster 

Elevation Changes from Booster to Lifting 

Length of the entire pipeline system 

6 inches 

1 

3 

Each of 100 

1 

3 

Each of 50 

1 

870 feet 

90 feet 

134 miles 
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The second phase of data collection was to find out the requested 

nomination from the shipper, whether requested nomination exceeds systems 

capacity, and, if it did, then what products were prorated, and, finally, how many 

cycle periods were used to ship those products. The data for a particular month 

was analyzed with the following requested total nomination from the shipper 

(Table 6.2). 

Table 6.2 Requested Nomination 
in barrels 
Gasoline(93) 

Gasoline(89) 

Gasoline(87) 

Kerosene 

Gas Oil 

21850 barrels 

26800 barrels 

30550 barrels 

37107 barrels 

48300 barrels 

The requested nomination was accepted with no proration since the 

nomination meets the system capacity. The accepted nomination was delivered in 

three cycles. The operation time of each cycle was about ten days. The volume of 

different products for the requested nomination in each cycle was based primarily 

on customers' request. The batch sizes for different products are as follows (Table 

6.3). 
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Table 6.3 Products shipped in 
Cycle Time: 10 days 

Product 

Gasoline(93) 

Gasoline(89) 

Gasoline(87) 

Kerosene 

Gas Oil 

different cycles 

Cycle 1 

8350 

9500 

11550 

16107 

20300 

Cycle 2 

7000 

8800 

10000 

11000 

15000 

Cycle 3 

6500 

8500 

9000 

10000 

13000 

After establishing the volume of products in each cycle, the back end 

scheduling was carried out to determine the flow rate required to ship products to 

their destination. Since the basis of the research is to determine the numbers of 

pumps that would be required to transfer products to the delivery station, the 

average flow rate of each cycle was determine. The average flow rate yields the 

pressure drop, the horsepower requirements, and the number of pumps needed to 

transfer products to their destination. Since average flow rate for each cycle 

would vary, other factors would vary as well. The flow rate and the value of other 

variables for each cycle are summarized in the following tables (Tables 6.4-6.9). 
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Table 6.4 Results from lifting station to booster station of cycle 1 
Average flow rate: 6580.7 
bbl/day 
Product 

Gasoline(93) 

Gasoline(89) 

Gasoline(87) 

Kerosene 

Gas Oil 

Cycle 1 

Pressure Drop 

704 

800 

918 

1251 

1815 

HP required 

114 

123 

139 

177 

240 

Pumps in Operation 

110 

110 

110 

110 

111 

Table 6.5 Results from booster station to delivery station of cycle 1 
Average flow rate: 6580.7 

bbl/day 

Product 

Gasoline(93) 

Gasoline(89) 

Gasoline(87) 

Kerosene 

Gas Oil 

Cycle 1 

Pressure Drop 

116 

132 

151 

206 

299 

HP required 

16.7 

18.3 

20.8 

26.9 

37.4 

Number of Punqjs 
needed 

100 

100 

100 

100 

100 
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Table 6.6 Results from lifting station to booster station for cycle 2 
Average flow rate: 5180 

bbl/day 

Product 

Gasoline(93) 

Gasoline(89) 

Gasoline(87) 

Kerosene 

Gas Oil 

Cycle 2 

Pressure Drop 

452 

514 

589 

803 

1165 

HP required 

68.1 

72 

81.1 

99.8 

132 

Pumps in Operation 

100 

100 

100 

100 

110 

Table 6.7 Results from booster station to delivery station of cycle 2 
Average flow rate: 5180 

bbl/day 

Product 

Gasoline(93) 

Gasoline(89) 

Gasoline(87) 

Kerosene 

Gas Oil 

Cycle 2 

Pressure Drop 

74.7 

84.9 

97.4 

132 

192 

HP required 

9.51 

102 

11.6 

14.7 

20 

Number of Pun^s 
needed 

100 

100 

100 

100 

100 
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Table 6.8 Results from lifting station to booster station of cycle 3 
Average flow rate: 4700 

bbVday 

Product 

Gasoline(93) 

Gasoline(89) 

Gasoline(87) 

Kerosene 

Gas Oil 

Cycle 3 

Pressure Drop 

377 

429 

492 

671 

973 

HP required 

55.8 

58.5 

65.8 

80 

104 

Pumps in Operation 

100 

100 

100 

100 

110 

Table 6.9 Results from booster station to delivery station of cycle 3 
Average flow rate: 4700 

bbl/day 

Product 

Gasoline(93) 

Gasoline(89) 

Gasoline(87) 

Kerosene 

Gas Oil 

Cycle 3 

Pressure Drop 

62.4 

70.9 

81.3 

110 

160 

HP required 

7.65 

8.18 

9.24 

11.5 

15.6 

Number of Pumps 
needed 

100 

100 

100 

100 

100 
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From the power summary report of the prototype, the cost figure of each 

cycle was compared with the actual operating cost to determine the effectiveness 

of tiie prototype (Table 6.10). 

Table 6.10 Actual operating cost versus prototype operating cost 
Product 

Gasoline(93) 

Gasoline(89) 

Gasoline(87) 

Kerosene 

Gas Oil 

Total 

Cycle 1 

$173.42 

$212.74 

$293.00 

$518.49 

$890.72 

$2088.38 

Cycle 2 

$108.99 

$145.08 

$185.92 

$252.53 

$457.32 

$1149.86 

Cycle 3 

$91.22 

$125.29 

$149.30 

$202.29 

$344.92 

$913.04 

Total Cost 

$373.63 

$483.12 

$628.23 

$973.32 

$1692.97 

$4151.29 

Actual Operating 

Cost 

$6495 

It is obvious that the operating cost could be brought down significantly 

with the net savings of $2343.7041. The actual power cost per barrel is about 

$0.0395 whereas the operating cost generated by the prototype would be only 

$0.0251. Thus, the operatmg cost could be brought down by 36.45 percent. 

The above results are based on volume requested in each cycle by the 

shipper. As outiined in the conceptual model that the feed back from pumping 

stations must be linked with the front end schedulmg. Therefore with the help of 

the prototype, new volumes of each product in each cycle was generated. The 
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objective of generating new volumes of every product in each cycle was to 

investigate the effect on total operating cost. The new volume for each product 

(equal in each cycle) generated by the prototype and power cost is tabulated as 

follows (Tables 6.11-6.14). 

Table 6.11 Products shipped in different 
Cycle Time: 10 days 

Product 

Gasoline(93) 

Gasoline(89) 

Gasoline(87) 

Kerosene 

Gas Oil 

Cycle 1 

7283.3 

8933.3 

10183.3 

12369 

16100 

cycles 

Cycle 2 

7283.3 

8933.3 

10183.3 

12369 

16100 

Cycle 3 

7283.3 

8933.3 

10183.3 

12369 

16100 

Table 6.12 Results from 
Average flow rate: 5486.9 

bbl/day 

Product 

Gasoline(93) 

Gasoline(89) 

Gasoline(87) 

Kerosene 

Gas Oil 

liftmg station to booster station 

Pressure Drop 

503 

572 

656 

894 

1296 

HP required 

76.9 

81.6 

92.1 

114 

152 

Pumps in 
Operation 

100 

100 

100 

110 

110 
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Table 6.13 Results from booster station to 
Average flow rate: 5486.9 

bbl/day 

Product 

Gasoline(93) 

Gasoline(89) 

Gasoline(87) 

Kerosene 

Gas Oil 

Pressure Drop 

83.1 

94.5 

108 

147 

214 

delivery station 

HP required 

10.8 

11.7 

13.3 

16.9 

23.2 

[ 

Number of 
Pumps 
needed 

100 

100 

100 

100 

100 

Table 6.14 Actual ( 
Product 

Gasoline(93) 

Gasoline(89) 

Gasoline(87) 

Kerosene 

Gas Oil 

Total 

Dperating 
Cycle 1 

$121.03 

$157.92 

$203.24 

$306.99 

$534.34 

cost versus prototyp< 
Cycle 2 

$121.03 

$157.92 

$203.24 

$306.99 

$534.34 

Cycle 3 

$121.03 

$157.92 

$203.24 

$306.99 

$534.34 

2 Operating 
Total 
Cost 

$363.11 

$473.76 

$609.74 

$920.98 

$1603.02 

$3970.64 

cost 
Actual 
Operating 
Cost 

$6495 

The volume generated by the prototype for different products in each cycle 

further reduced the operating cost by $180.6525, or a reduction by 2.42%, with the 

average operating cost of each barrel equal to only $0.0241. 
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The main reason for decrease in the operating cost is that of flow rate. In 

the second phase of the analysis the flow rate for each cycle was the same. Since 

flow rate cannot be reduced below the average rate to mamtain the integrity of 

batches, the focus of each cycle should be to fmd the minimum average flow rate. 

By focusing on the minimum average flow rate for each cycle that also meets the 

customers request date, the operating cost could be reduced. 

The prototype was tested for a second pipeline system that consisted of two 

delivery points. The physical characteristics of the pipeline system are as follows 

(Table 6.15). 

Table 6.15 Physical Characteristics of a pipeline system with one lifting station 
and two delivery points 

Internal Diameter 

Number of Lifting Station 

Number of Pvmips at the Lifting Station 

Horsepower of Pumps 

Nimiber of Delivery Point 

6 inches 

1 

3 

25,50,75 

2 

The requested nomination received from the shippers at two different 

delivery points of the pipeline system for a particular month are as follows (Table 

6.16). 
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Table 6.16 Requested Nomination in barrels 

Gasoline(87) 

Kerosene 

Jet Fuel 

Gas Oil 

Fuel Oil 

Delivery Station 1 

6203 

7827 

18560 

10120 

3012 

Delivery Station 2 

9104 

13398 

9410 

18420 

12051 

The requested nomination was first checked to see if the system meets the 

demand. No cut-back was necessary as it meets the system's capacity. The 10-

day predetermined cycle time was used to transfer batches at two different delivery 

points. The volumes of different products deUvered in each cycle time are as 

follows (Table 6.17). 

Table 6.17 Products shipped in different cycles 
Cycle Time: 10 days 

Product 

Gasoline(87) 

Kerosene 

Jet Fuel 

Gas Oil 

Fuel Oil 

Delivery 1 

/Delivery 2 

Cycle 1 

1810/3709 

2378/5696 

6036/2005 

2103/5729 

902/5018 

Delivery 1 

/Delivery 2 

Cycle 2 

2130/3315 

1071/5230 

7110/3116 

4556/7205 

1025/4051 

Delivery 1 

/Delivery 2 

Cycle 3 

2263/2080 

4378/2472 

5414/4289 

3461/5486 

1085/2982 
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After establishing the volume of products in each cycle, the flow rate was 

calculated for each cycle. The analysis for the second pipeline system was also 

based on average flow rate since the accepted nomination was below the systems 

capacity. With the help of average flow rate we determine the pressure drop, 

Uorsepower requirements, and the number of pumps needed to deUver products to 

their destination. The flow rate and other variables generated by the prototype in 

each cycle are summarized in the following tables (Tables 6.18-6.23). 

Table 6.18 Results from lifting station to delivery station 1 
Average flow rate: 3538.6 

bbl/day 

Product 

Gasoline(87) 

Kerosene 

Jet Fuel 

Gas Oil 

Fuel Oil 

Cycle 1 

Pressure Drop 

31.65 

43.13 

51.45 

62.56 

77.78 

HP required 

1.91 

2.56 

3.10 

3.77 

4.69 

PiUTq)s in Operation 

100 

100 

100 

100 

100 
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Table 6.19 Results from lifting station to delivery station 2 
Average flow rate: 3538.6 bbl/day 

Product 

Gasoline(87) 

Kerosene 

Jet Fuel 

Gas Oil 

Fuel Oil 

Cycle 1 

Pressure 
Drop 
186.1 

253.6 

302.5 

367.7 

457.3 

HP required 

11.2 

15.28 

18.23 

22.16 

27.56 

Number of 
Pumps needed 

100 

100 

100 

100 

010 

Table 6.20 Results from lifting station to delivery station 1 
Average flow rate: 3880.9 

bbl/day 

Product 

Gasoline(87) 

Kerosene 

Jet Fuel 

Gas Oil 

Fuel Oil 

Cycle 2 

Pressure Drop 

37.55 

51.17 

61.05 

74.20 

92.29 

HP required 

2.48 

3.38 

4.04 

4.90 

6.10 

Pumps in Operation 

100 

100 

100 

100 

100 
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Table 6.21 Results from lifting station to delivery station 2 
Average flow rate: 3880.9 

bbVday 

Product 

Gasoline(87) 

Kerosene 

Jet Fuel 

Gas Oil 

Fuel Oil 

Cycle 2 

Pressure Drop 

220.8 

300.9 

358.9 

436.3 

542.7 

HP required 

14.59 

19.88 

23.72 

28.83 

35.86 

Number of Pumps 
needed 

100 

100 

100 

010 

010 

Table 6.22 Results from lifting station to deUvery station 1 
Average flow rate: 3391 

bbl/day 

Product 

Gasoline(87) 

Kerosene 

Jet Fuel 

Gas Oil 

Fuel Oil 

Cycle 3 

Pressure Drop 

29.25 

39.85 

47.55 

57.79 

71.88 

HP required 

1.69 

2.30 

2.75 

3.34 

4.15 

Pumps in Operation 

100 

100 

100 

100 

100 
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Table 6.23 Results from lifting station to delivery station 2 
Average flow rate: 3391 

bbVday 

Product 

Gasoline(87) 

Kerosene 

Jet Fuel 

Gas Oil 

Fuel Oil 

Cycle 3 

Pressure Drop 

171.9 

234.3 

279.6 

339.8 

422.6 

HP required 

9.93 

13.53 

16.14 

19.62 

24.41 

Number of Pumps 
needed 

100 

100 

100 

100 

100 

The power summary report of the prototype generates the operating cost 

figures for each cycle. The cost was compared with the actual operating cost to 

check the feasibility of the prototype. 

Table 6.24 Actual operating cost versus prototype operating cost 
Product 

Gasoline(87) 

Kerosene 

Jet Fuel 

Gas Oil 

Fuel Oil 

Total 

Cycle 1 

$ 19.17 

$ 66.96 

$133.56 

$217.80 

$327.88 

$765.37 

Cycle 2 

$ 22.68 

$68.37 

$159.79 

$295.00 

$429.03 

$974.86 

Cycle 3 

$ 14.38 

$52.51 

$117.24 

$204.18 

$292.68 

$680.99 

Total Cost 

$ 56.23 

$187.84 

$410.59 

$716.98 

$1049,59 

$2421.22 

Actual Operating 

Cost 

$3978 
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From Table 6.24, we can come to the conclusion that prototype could save 

substantial amount of dollars. The actual operating cost per barrel is about 

$0.0368. The cost determines by the prototype per barrel is $0.0224. The 

operating cost can be reduced to about 39.00%. 

For the same pipeline system, volume generated by the prototype was 

examined to fmd whether operating cost could be further reduced. The prototype 

generated equal volumes of each product in each cycle. Tables 6.25 and 6.26 

show the values of different variables generated by the prototype during the 

experiment phase: 

Table 6.25 Products shipped 
product 

Cycle Time: 10 days 

Product 

Gasoline(87) 

Kerosaie 

Jet Fuel 

Gas Oil 

Fuel Oil 

in different cycles with same volume for each 

Delivery 1 

/Delivery 2 

Cycle 1 

2067/3034 

2609/4466 

6186/3136 

3373/6140 

1004/4017 

Delivery 1 

/Delivery 2 

Cycle 2 

2067/3034 

2609/4466 

6186/3136 

3373/6140 

1004/4017 

Delivery 1 

/Delivery 2 

Cycle 3 

2067/3034 

2609/4466 

6186/3136 

3373/6140 

1004/4017 
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Table 6.26 Results from lifting station to delivery stations 
Average flow rate: 3603.5 

bbl/day 

Product 

Gasoline(87) 

Kerosene 

Jet Fuel 

Gas Oil 

Fuel Oil 

Delivery 1 

/Delivery 2 

Pressure Drop 

32.73/192.4 

44.6/262.2 

53.21/312.9 

64.68/380.3 

80.45/473 

Dehvery 1 

/Delivery 2 

HP required 

2.01/11.81 

2.74/16.09 

3.27/19.2 

3.97/23.34 

4.94/29.03 

Delivery 1 

/Delivery 2 

Pumps in 
Operation 
100/100 

100/100 

100/100 

100/100 

100/010 

Table 6.27 Actual operating cost versus prototype operating cost 
Product 

Gasoline(87) 

Kerosene 

Jet Fuel 

Gas Oil 

Fuel Oil 

Total 
1 

Cycle 1 

$ 18.56 

$ 62.54 

$136.21 

$236.96 

$346.88 

$801.15 

Cycle 2 

$ 18.56 

$ 62.54 

$136.21 

$236.96 

$346.88 

$801.15 

Cycle 3 

$ 18.56 

$ 62.54 

$136.21 

$236.96 

$346.88 

$$801.15 

Total 

Cost 

$ 55.68 

$187.62 

$408.63 

$710.88 

$1040.64 

$2403.45 

Actual 

Operating 

Cost 

$3978 
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From Table 6.27 it can be inferred that cost can be further cut by $17.77. 

As mentioned earlier, the main conclusion that can be drawn after carrying out 

experiments on two different pipeline systems that the focus should be 

on reducing the flow rate determine in each cycle. The lower the flow rate the less 

would be the operating cost. 

The very last pipeline that was tested to evaluate the prototype consists of 

two lifting stations and two delivery points. The pipeline is solely use to transport 

different grades of gasoline. As outlined in the conceptual model that a pipeline is 

divided into many segments to ease the operations. The pipeline selected to test 

the prototype is divided into two segments. Each segment has a lifting station. If 

both segments are working under capacity and the first segment can meet demand 

for the next segment then additional supplies can be deUvered from the first lifting 

station. The pipeline has the following physical characteristics (Table 6.28). 
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Table 6.28 Physical Characteristics of a pipeline system with two lifting 
stations and two delivery points 
Internal Diameter 

Number of Lifting Stations 

Horsepower of Pumps at Lifting Station 1 

Horsepower of Pumps at Lifting Station 2 

Number of Delivery Points 

Elevation Changes from Lifting to Delivery 

Elevation Changes from Lifting to Delivery 

Length of the entire pipeline system 

4 inches 

2 

Each of 50 

Each of 100 

2 

150 feet 

690 feet 

90 miles 

The particular pipeline only handles different grades of gasoline. The 

nomination data was gathered with the foUovmig request for a particular month 

(Table 6.29). 

Table 6.29 Requested Nomination in barrels 
Gasoline(93) 

Gasoline(89) 

Gasoline(87) 

39015 

48225 

65260 

The requested nomination was delivered in three cycles. The operation time 

of each cycle was about ten days. The volume of different products for tiie 

requested nomination in each cycle was primarily based on customers' request. 
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The batch sizes for different products in each cycle are as follows (Table 6.30-

6.32). 

Product (Cycle 1) 

Gasoline(93) 

Gasoline(89) 

Gasoline(87) 

Li 

7120 

9100 

14040 

Ul i lClCUl u c 

Di 

4010 

6250 

11950 

iivciy puuii! 

L2 

5100 

8300 

7130 

D2 

8210 

11150 

9220 

Table 6.31 Products shipped in cycle 2 to two different delivery points 
Product (Cycle 2) 

Gasoline(93) 

Gasoline(89) 

Gasoline(87) 

Li 

8255 

7125 

15220 

Di 

5150 

6075 

11870 

L2 

5950 

7800 

7050 

D2 

9055 

8850 

10400 

Table 6.32 Products shipped in cycle 3 to two different deUvery points 
Product (Cycle 3) 

Gasoline(93) 

Gasoline(89) 

Gasoline(87) 

Li 

6590 

8000 

14870 

Di 

5700 

7525 

13150 

L2 

6000 

7900 

6950 

D2 

6890 

8375 

8670 
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After establishing the batch list and volumes of products, the flow rates for 

each cycle were established to deliver products to shippers in the predetermined 

cycle time. The basis for determining the flow rate was based on average flow 

rate. The prototype has the flexibility of increasing the flow rate manually to meet 

the customers' request time within the cycle time. The next six tables provide 

information for each cycle that includes flow rates, pressure drop, and pump usage 

for both lifting stations (Tables 6.33-6.38). 

Table 6.33 Results from Lito Di 
Flow rate from Lifting Station 

1, 5150bbyday 

Product 

Gasoline(93) 

Gasoline(89) 

Gasoline(87) 

Cycle 1 

Pressure Drop 

350 

398 

456 

HP required 

35.5 

39.5 

45 

Pumps in Operation 

100 

100 

100 

Table 6.34 Results from L2to D2 
Flow rate from Lifting Station 

2, 5050 bbl/day 

Product 

Gasoline(93) 

Gasoline(89) 

Gasoline(87) 

Cycle 1 

Pressure Drop 

1987 

2258 

2590 

HP required 

190 

212 

243 

Pumps in Operation 

110 

111 

111 
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Table 6.35 Results from Lito Di 
Flow rate from Lifting Station 

1,5200 bbl/day 

Product 

Gasoline(93) 

Gasoline(89) 

Gasoline(87) 

Cycle 2 

Pressure Drop 

356 

405 

465 

HP required 

36.4 

45.5 

46.2 

Pumps in Operation 

100 

100 

100 

Table 6.36 Results from L2to D2 
Flow rate from Lifting Station 

1,5100 bbl/day 

Product 

Gasoline(93) 

Gasoline(89) 

Gasoline(87) 

Cycle 2 

Pressure Drop 

2024 

2300 

2638 

HP required 

195 

218 

249 

Pun^s in Operation 

110 

111 

111 

Table 6.37 Results from Lito Di 
Flow rate from Lifting Station 

1, 5080 bbl/day 

Product 

Gasoline(93) 

Gasoline(89) 

Gasoline(87) 

Cycle 3 

Pressure Drop 

341 

388 

445 

HP required 

34.3 

38.1 

43.4 

Pumps in Operation 

100 

100 

100 
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Table 6.38 Results from L2to D2 
Flow rate from Lifting Station 

1, 4970 bbl/day 

Product 

Gasoline(93) 

Gasoline(89) 

Gasoline(87) 

Cycle 3 

Pressure Drop 

1929 

2192 

2515 

HP required 

182 

203 

232 

Pumps in Operation 

110 

111 

111 

The following table (Table 6.39) provides tiie operating cost of each cycle. 

The costs were calculated after determining the number of pumps that were 

required to deliver the products within the cycle time. Evidently the operating cost 

could be significantly reduced by achieving feasible scheduling and by proper use 

of pumps. The prototype helps a scheduler to achieve those two important 

functions of a petroleum pipeline operation. 

Table 6.39 Actual operating cost versus prototype operating cost 
Product 

Gasoline(93) 

Gasoline(89) 

Gasoline(87) 

Total 

Cycle 1 

$350.36 

$537.37 

$569.17 

$1456.91 

Cycle 2 

$398,076 

$442,677 

$637,897 

$1478.65 

Cycle 3 

$302,841 

$415,101 

$538,365 

$1256.308 

Total Cost 

$1051.281 

$1395.153 

$1745.433 

$4191.867 

Actual Operating 

Cost 

$4565 
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Evaluation of Prototype and Results 

The basic purpose of developing the prototype was to translate the 

conceptual model and comparing the prototype results with that of actual operating 

results. A prototype by definition is not a fiiUy operational system because it is 

not necessary it may incorporate every aspect of the proposed conceptual model. 

Validating a prototype must meet certain standards. If a prototype meets those 

standards, then the proposed model is an improvement over the existing 

conditions. The very first stage in evaluating the prototype was to analyze whether 

the different components of the conceptual model meet the requirements of a 

pipeline operations. If it does not meet the requirements then the conceptual 

model has to be refined to incorporate the feedback received from the user. 

Mayhew, Worsley, and Deamley (1989) have outlined the changes that need to be 

made in the prototype from the users point of view. They have mentioned the 

cosmetic, local and global changes that may be needed to refine the prototype. 

Minor changes were made in the conceptual part as well as in the design part of 

the prototype in the light of the feedback received from the user. 

For all three pipeline system the prototype produced an improved results. 

As mentioned in the analysis part, the measures by which the success could be 

evaluated include the flow rate, and the number of pumps needed to operate 
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considering the horsepower requirements. The above mentioned factors were 

responsible for the calculation of the operating cost of a pipeline system. By 

comparing the total operating cost for the three different pipeline system, it can be 

stated that significant savings could be achieved. Thus on the basis of the 

comparison test, we can conclude that an improvement is achieved over the 

existing standards. 

Since the results obtained from the prototype is significantly better than the 

current standards, the prototype achieved its goal in certifying that the given model 

satisfied the selected criterion. For the proposed model the criterion was to 

minimize the operating cost of pipeline operations. The validation of a prototype 

is a very vital step. The testing of the prototype helps to establish the acceptability 

of the system's accuracy, and thus generates confidence that the system does what 

it was intended to do. 
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CHAPTER VII 

SUMMARY, CONTRIBUTIONS, LIMITATIONS, 

AND FUTURE RESEARCH 

Summarv of the Research 

Petroleum pipeline is one of the main channels of distribution of refined 

products. Since different refmed products are transported at the same time, 

segregation of refmed products is very essential. Contamination can be overcome 

by advance scheduling, proper sequencing, and selecting the right flow rate to 

transport products to shippers at the minimum cost. The pipeline industry is 

highly capital intensive; and once a pipeline is in operation it must be used in such 

a way to maximize throughput and imnimize operating cost. The whole 

motivation of the research was to find a better way to operate a pipeline to achieve 

those two objectives. By presenting a conceptual model with its different 

components, a pipeline can be operated in a much better and efficient way. The 

components of the conceptual model are divided into different activities. The 

activities were translated into a computer prototype. The prototype was tested for 

different pipeline systems with substantial savings of operating costs. 
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Contribution of Proposed Research 

In the proposed research a model for managing petroleum products pipeline has 

been conceptualized and was vaUdated. The major contribution of the proposed 

research is the introduction of a new approach to handle both scheduling and power 

minimization as one activity of a petroleum products pipeline system. An effort has 

been made to combine those two important functions of a pipeline operation to ease a 

scheduler task. Contrary to previous research where scheduling and power 

minimization were considered as separate activities to operate the system, the 

proposed research has presented a correction to the problem that wiU result in 

generating a feasible schedule with minimum energy cost. The body of knowledge has 

been presented in such a way to ease a scheduler to carry out task by performing 

different activities in a systematic way. The activities support both ends of scheduling 

and power minimization. The model is flexible and can generate different schedules 

from different perspectives. It can be on the basis of prorated nominations or on the 

basis of number of cycles. The research broadens the understanding of a pipeUne 

system and helps to pursue a new Une of research to incorporate other aspects of a 

pipeline system. 

The conceptual model presented in tiie proposed research provides a 

framework and guideUnes for researchers and practitioners to build powerful decision 

support systems for petroleum pipeUne system. The current Uterature lacks a 
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discussion of a decision support system for a petroleum pipeline based upon a 

conceptual model. The research has improved the situation by proposing a conceptual 

model and developing a prototype based on a conceptual model. 

From a practical aspect, the prototype helps a scheduler to make better 

decisions without going into the complex details of fluid mechanics principles. 

Limitations of Proposed Research 

One of the key limitation of the proposed research is that it is limited only to a 

pipeline system with few Ufting stations. Pipelines are huge networks, and may have 

numerous lifting stations. The operation of such a pipeline system can become very 

tiresome. In such a situation, scheduling with power minimization can become a very 

compUcated task. However, in the petroleum industry long pipelines are divided into 

different segments in order to operate pipeUnes in an efficient way. Hence the 

proposed methodology is appUcable even for huge pipeline systems if operations are 

carried out on a segment to segment basis. Power minimization methodology wiU take 

into consideration one station at a time. Global optimization of a pipeline has not been 

taken into consideration. Moreover, the methodology is based on the assumption that 

no unforeseen circumstances would take place that could force the immediate shut 

down of the pipeline. 
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Extension to Proposed Research 

Future research wiU be focused on devising a scheduling methodology for a 

pipeUne system with a complex network. The research is Umited to power 

miniimzation on a local basis. The ftiture research wiU be focused on developing an 

algorithm to minimize power consumption on a global basis. Designing of a pipeline 

system itself is a major aspect of running a pipeline in an economical way. Developing 

an algorithm that could consider all designing aspects would be a significant 

contribution to future research. 

The pipeline operations are complex in nature, and, hopefiiUy, the work 

presented will open new avenues to explore and overcome the problems being 

faced by schedulers and operators. 
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APPENDDC 

PARTLAL CODE FOR THE PROTOTYPE 

Begin VB.Form frmAbout 
Attribute VBName = "frmAbout" 
Attribute VBGlobalNameSpace = False 
Attribute VBCreatable = False 
Attribute VBPredeclaredId = Tme 
Attribute VBExposed = False 
Option ExpUcit 
' Reg Key Security Options... 
Const READ_CONTROL = &H20000 
Const KEYQUERYVALUE - &H1 
Const KEYSETVALUE - &H2 
Const KEY_CREATE_SUB_KEY = &H4 
Const KEY ENUMERATESUBKEYS - &H8 
Const KEY_NOTIFY = &H10 
Const KEYCREATELINK = &H20 
Const KEY_ALL_ACCESS = KEY QUERY_VALUE + KEYSET VALUE + 
KEY_CREATE_SUB_KEY + KEYENUMERATESUBKEYS + _ 
KEY_NOTIFY + KEYCREATELINK + READCONTROL 
' Reg Key ROOT Types... 
Const HKEYLOCALMACHINE = &H80000002 
Const ERROR_SUCCESS = 0 
Const REGSZ = 1 ' Unicode nul terminated string 
Const REG DWORD = 4 ' 32-bit number 
Const gREGKEYSYSINFOLOC = "SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Shared Tools 
Location" 
Const gREGVALSYSINFOLOC = "MSDSfFO" 
Const gREGKEYSYSINFO = "SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Shared Tools\MSINFO" 
Const gREGVALSYSINFO = "PATH" 
Private Declare Function RegOpenKeyEx Lib "advapi32" Alias 
"RegOpenKeyExA" (ByVal hKey As Long, ByVal IpSubKey As String, ByVal 
ulOptions As Long, ByVal samDesired As Long, ByRef phkResult As Long) As 
Long 
Private Declare Function RegQueryValueEx Lib "advapi32" Alias 
"RegQueryValueExA" (ByVal hKey As Long, ByVal IpValueName As String, 
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ByVal IpReserved As Long, ByRef IpType As Long, ByVal IpData As String, 
ByRef IpcbData As Long) As Long 
Private Declare Function RegCloseKey Lib "advapi32" (ByVal hKey As Long) As 
Long 
Private Sub cmdSysInfo_Click() 
Call StartSysInfo 
End Sub 
Private Sub cmdOK_CUck() 
Unload Me 
End Sub 
Private Sub Form_Load() 
Me.Caption = "About" & "PipeLine Scheduling" 
IblVersion.Caption = "Version 1.0.0" 
IblTitie.Caption = "PipeLine Scheduling" 
End Sub 
PubUc Sub StartSysInfoO 
On Error GoTo SysInfoErr 
Dim re As Long 
Dim SysInfoPath As String 
' Try To Get System Info Program Path\Name From Registry... 
If GetKeyValue(HKEY_LOCAL MACHINE, gREGKEYSYSINFO, 
gREGVALSYSINFO, SysUifoPatii) Then 
' Try To Get System Info Program Path Only From Registry... 
Elself GetKeyValue(HKEY LOCAL_MACHINE, gREGKEYSYSINFOLOC, 
gREGVALSYSINFOLOC, SysInfoPath) Then 
VaUdate Existance Of Known 32 Bit File Version 
If (Dir(SysInfoPatii & "\MSINF032.EXE") o "") Then 
SysInfoPath = SysInfoPath & "\MSINF032.EXE" 
Else 
GoTo SysInfoErr 
End If 
Else 
GoTo SysInfoErr 
End If 
Call Shell(SysInfoPatii, vbNormalFocus) 
Exit Sub 
SysInfoErr: 
MsgBox "System Information Is Unavailable At This Time", vbOKOnly 
End Sub 
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Public Function GetKeyValue(KeyRoot As Long, KeyName As String, 
SubKeyRef As String, ByRef Key Val As String) As Boolean 
Dim i As Long ' Loop Counter 
Dim re As Long ' Retum Code 
Dim hKey As Long • Handle To An Open Registry Key 
Dim hDepth As Long ' 
Dim Key ValType As Long ' Data Type Of A Registry Key 
Dim tmpVal As String ' Tempory Storage For A Registry 
Key Value 
Dim Key ValSize As Long ' Size Of Registry Key Variable 
'Open RegKey Under KeyRoot {HKEY LOCALMACHINE...} 
re = RegOpenKeyEx(KeyRoot, KeyName, 0, KEY_ALL_ACCESS, hKey)' Open 
Registry Key 
ff (re o ERRORSUCCESS) Then GoTo GetKeyError ' Handle Error... 
tmpVal = String$(1024, 0) ' Allocate Variable Space 
Key ValSize =1024 ' Mark Variable Size 
re = RegQueryValueEx(hKey, SubKeyRef, 0, 
Key ValType, tmpVal, Key ValSize) ' Get/Create Key Value 
If (re o ERROR_SUCCESS) Then GoTo GetKeyEiror ' Handle Errors 
If (Asc(Mid(tmpVal, Key ValSize, 1)) = 0) Then ' Win95 Adds Null 
Terminated String... 
tmpVal = Left(tmpVal, Key ValSize - 1) ' Null Found, Extract From 
String 
Else ' WinNT Does NOT NuU Terminate String... 
tmpVal = Left(tmpVal, Key ValSize) ' Null Not Found, Extract String 
Only 
End If 
Select Case Key ValType ' Search Data Types... 
Case REG_SZ ' String Registry Key Data Type 
Key Val = tmpVal ' Copy String Value 
Case REGDWORD ' Double Word Registry Key Data 
Type 
For i = Len(tmpVal) To 1 Step -1 ' Convert Each Bit 
Key Val = KeyVal + Hex(Asc(Mid(tmpVal, i, 1))) ' Build Value Char. By Char. 
Next 
KeyVal = Format$("&h" + KeyVal) ' Convert Double Word To String 
End Select 
GetKey Value = Tme * Retum Success 
re = RegCloseKey(hKey) ' Close Registry Key 
Exit Function ' Exit 
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GetKeyError: ' Cleanup After An Error Has Occured. 
KeyVal = "" ' Set Retum Val To Empty String 
GetKey Value = False ' Retum Failure 
re = RegCloseKey(hKey) • Close Registry Key 
End Function 
Begin VB.Form About 
Attribute VBName = "About" 
Attribute VBGlobalNameSpace = False 
Attribute VBCreatable = False 
Attribute VB Predeclaredld = Tme 
Attribute VBExposed = False 
Private Sub Command l_Click() 
Unload Me 
End Sub 
Begin VB.Form anil 
Attribute VBName = "anil" 
Attribute VB GlobalNameSpace = False 
Attribute VBCreatable = False 
Attribute VB Predeclaredld = Tme 
Attribute VB Exposed = False 
Private Sub ani_butt_Click() 
Dim destination As Integer 
Dim fluid As Integer 
Dim delp As Single 
Dim hpreqd As Single 
Dim npumps As Integer 
Dim msg As String 
If (gAnion = 0) Then 
fluid = Combo l.Listlndex + 1 
destination = Combo2.ListIndex + 1 
Labels.Caption = Str$(q(fluid, destination)) 
'calc for 1st section 
Call prdropl (fluid, destination, 1, delp, hpreqd) 
txtpr(l).Text = Str$(delp) 
txtiip(l).Text = Str$(hpreqd) 
costl = hpreqd * 0.7457 * cost_per_kw * ttrl (fluid, destination) * 24 
' update pump requirement at stn(l) or LI 
npumps = 0 
hpgen = 0 
Do While (hpgen < hpreqd) 
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npumps = npumps + 1 
hpgen = npumps * stns(l).hppumps 
Loop 
If (npumps > stns(l).npumps) Then 
msg = " WARNING !!!. Transfer Exceedes Pumping Capacity " 
ret = MsgBox(msg, 17, "WARNING") 
npumps = stns(l).npumps 
End If 
For i = 1 To npumps 
Shapel(i).FillColor = QBColor(12) 

Nexti 
If (npumps < stns(l).npumps) Then 
For i = npumps + 1 To stns(l).npumps 
Shape l(i).FillColor = QBColor(2) 

Nexti 
End If 

'calc for 2nd section 
Call prdropl (fluid, destination, 2, delp, hpreqd) 
txtpr(2).Text = Str$(delp) 
txtiip(2).Text = Str$(hpreqd) 
cost2 = hpreqd * 0.7457 * cost_per_kw * ttrl(fluid, destination) * 24 
npumps = 0 
hpgen = 0 
Do While (hpgen < hpreqd) 
npumps = npumps + 1 
hpgen = npumps * stns(l).hppumps 
Loop 
If (npumps > stns(2).npumps) Then 
msg = " WARNING !!!. Transfer Exceedes Pumping Capacity " 
ret = MsgBox(msg, 17, "WARNING") 
npumps = stns(2).npumps 

End If 
For i = 1 To npumps 

Shape2(i).FillColor = QBColor(12) 
Nexti 
If (npumps < stns(2).npumps) Then 
For i = npumps + 1 To stns(2).npumps 

Shape2(i).FillColor = QBColor(2) 
Nexti 
End If 
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End If * if animation was off calc above quantities 
If anibutt.Caption = "&Start Animation" Then 

anibutt.Caption = "&Stop Animation" 
gAnion = 1 

Else 
anibutt.Caption = "&Start Animation" 
gAnion = 0 

Endff 
End Sub 
Private Sub Form_Load() 

For i = 1 To nproducts 
Combol.Addltem sys(i).name 

Nexti 
For i = 1 To nshippers 

Combo2.AddItem "Shipper" + Str$(i) 
Nexti 

Shapel(l).FillColor = QBColor(12) 
Shape l(2).FillColor = QBColor(12) 
Shape l(3).FillColor = QBColor(2) 

'timer 1. Enabled = False 
End Sub 
Private Sub ok_Click() 
Unload Me 
End Sub 
Private Sub prdropl(liq As Integer, dest As Integer, pno As Integer, delp As 
Single, hpreq As Single) 
' liq is liquid index and pno is pipe index dest for volume 
' Find Horse Power requirement 
flowrate = q(liq, dest) / 24 ' changed vps to q 
sg= 141.5/(131.5 + sys(liq).mu) 
rho = sg * 62.4 
pm = (12355 * flow_rate ̂  1.852) / (sys(liq).c ^ 1.852 * pipes(pno).dia ^ 4.87) 
dp = pipes(pno).length * pm 
ws = pipes(pno).height + (dp * 144 / (sg * 62.4)) 
mdot = flow_rate * 5.62 * rho / 3600 
hp = mdot * ws / 550 
delp = dp 
hpreq = hp 
End Sub 
Private Sub Timer l_Timer() 
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Static Framelndex 
Dim fiiame As String 
If gAnion = 0 Then Exit Sub 
Framelndex = Framelndex + 1 
If Framelndex = 4 Then 

Framelndex = 0 
Endff 
Select Case Framelndex 
Case 1 
fiiame = gAppDir + "Wl.bmp" 

Image2(0).Picture = LoadPicture(fiiame) 
Image2(l).Picture = LoadPicture(fiiame) 

Case 2 
fiiame = gAppDir + "\v2.bmp" 
Image2(0).Picture = LoadPicture(fiiame) 
Image2(l). Picture = LoadPicture(fiiame) 
Case 3 
fiiame = gAppDir + "\v3.bmp" 
Image2(0).Picture = LoadPictiire(fiiame) 
Image2(l). Picture = LoadPicture(fiiame) 

End Select 
End Sub 
Begin VB.Form ani2 
Attribute VBName = "ani2" 
Attribute VBGlobalNameSpace = False 
Attribute VBCreatable = False 
Attribute VBPredeclaredId = Tme 
Attribute VBExposed = False 
Dim destination As Integer 
Private Sub aru Click() 
'Dim destination As Integer 
Dim fluid As Integer 
Dim delp As Single 
Dim hpreqd As Single 
Dim npumps As Integer 
Dim msg As String 
If (gAnion = 0) Then 

fluid = Combo l.Listlndex + 1 
destination = Combo2.ListIndex + 1 
Label9.Caption = Str$(q(fluid, destination)) 
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' calc for 1st section 
Call prdrop2(fluid, destination, destination, delp, hpreqd) 
txtpr.Text = Str$(delp) 
txthp.Text = Str$(hpreqd) 
costl = hpreqd * 0.7457 * cost_per_kw * ttrl(fluid, destination) * 24 
If (destination = 1) Then 
Image2(0). Visible = Tme 
Image2(l). Visible = False 
Image 1(0). Visible = False 
Imagel(l). Visible = Tme 

Else 
Image2(l). Visible = Tme 
Image2(0). Visible = False 
Imagel(l). Visible = False 
Image 1(0). Visible = Tme 

End If 
update pump requirement at stn(l) or LI 

npumps = 0 
hpgen = 0 
Call prdrop2(fluid, destination, destination, delp, hpreqd) 
txtpr.Text = Str$(delp) 
txtiip.Text = Str$(hpreqd) 
costl = hpreqd * 0.7457 * cost_per_kw * ttrl (fluid, destination) * 24 
Do While (hpgen < hpreqd) 
npumps = npumps + 1 
hpgen = npumps * stns(l).hppumps 
Loop 
If (npumps > stns(l).npumps) Then 
msg = " W/\RNING !!!. Transfer Exceedes Pumping Capacity " 
ret = MsgBox(msg, 17, "WARNING") 
npumps = stns(l).npumps 
End If 
For i = 1 To npumps 
Shapel(i).FillColor = QBColor(12) 

Nexti 
If (npumps < stns(l).npumps) Then 
For i = npumps + 1 To stns(l).npumps 
Shapel(i).FillColor = QBColor(2) 

Nexti 
End If 
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End If ' if animation was off calc above quantities 
If ani.Caption = "&Start Animation" Then 

ani.Caption = "&Stop Animation" 
gAnion = 1 

Else 
ani.Caption = "&Start Animation" 
gAnion = 0 

End If 
End Sub 
Private Sub Form_Load() 
For i = 1 To nproducts 

Combo l.Addltem sys(i).name 
Nexti 

For i = 1 To nshippers 
Combo2.AddItem "Shipper" + Str$(i) 

Nexti 
' shapel(l).FillColor = QBColor( 12) 
' shapel(2).FillColor = QBColor(12) 
' shapel(3).FillColor = QBColor(2) 
End Sub 
Private Sub okCUckQ 
Unload Me 
End Sub 
Private Sub prdrop2(liq As Integer, dest As Integer, pno As Integer, delp As 
Single, hpreq As Single) 
' liq is liquid index and pno is pipe index dest for volume 
' Find Horse Power requirement 
flowrate = q(liq, dest) / 24 
sg = 141.5 / (131.5 + sys(liq).mu) 
rho = sg * 62.4 
pm = (12355 * flow_rate ̂  1.852) / (sys(liq).c ^ 1.852 * pipes(pno).dia ^ 4.87) 
dp = pipes(pno).length * pm 
ws = elev + (dp * 144 / (sg * 62.4)) 
mdot = flowrate * 5.62 * rho / 3600 
hp = mdot * ws / 550 
delp = dp 
hpreq = hp 
End Sub 
Private Sub Timer l_Timer() 
Static Framelndex 
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Dim fiiame As String 
If gAnion = 0 Then Exit Sub 
Framelndex = Framelndex + 1 
If Framelndex = 4 Then 

Framelndex = 0 
End If 
Select Case Framelndex 
Case 1 
fiiame = gAppDir + "Wl.bmp" 

If (destination =1) Then 
Image2(0).Picture = LoadPicture(fiiame) 
Else 
Image2(l).Picture = LoadPicture(fiiame) 

End If 
Case 2 
fiiame = gAppDir + "\v2.bmp" 
If (destination =1) Then 
Image2(0). Picture = LoadPicture(friame) 

Else 
Image2(l). Picture = LoadPicture(fiiame) 
End If 
Case 3 

fiiame = gAppDir + "\v3.bmp" 
If (destination =1) Then 
Image2(0). Picture = LoadPicture(fiiame) 

Else 
Image2(l).Picture = LoadPicture(fiiame) 

End If 
End Select 
End Sub 
Begin VB.Form ani3 
Attribute VBName - "ani3" 
Attribute VBGlobalNameSpace = False 
Attribute VBCreatable = False 
Attribute VBPredeclaredId = Tme 
Attribute VBExposed = False 
Private Sub ani_butt_Click() 
Dim fluid As Integer 
Dim delp As Single 
Dim hpreqd As Single 
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Dim npumps As Integer 
Dim msg As String 
Call InitializeData 
If (gAnion = 0) Then 
fluid = Combo l.Listlndex + 1 

LabelS.Caption = Str$(12q(l, fluid)) 
Label 11.Caption = Str$(12q(2, fluid)) 

' calc for 1st section 
Call prdrop3(fluid, 1, 1, delp, hpreqd) 
txtpr(l).Text = Str$(delp) 
txthp(l).Text = Str$(hpreqd) 

' update pump requirement at stn(l) or LI 
npumps = 0 

hpgen = 0 
Do While (hpgen < hpreqd) 

npumps = 2 
npumps = npumps + 1 
hpgen 1 = strhpl 
hpgen2 = strhp2 
hpgen3 = strhp3 

hpgen = Val(strhpl) + Val(strhp2) + Val(strhp3) 'npumps * stns(l).hppumps 
hpgen4 = strhp4 

hpgen5 = strhp5 
hpgen6 = strhp6 

Ifhpgeno"0"Then 
GoTo Line3 

End If 
Loop 
Line3: 
If (npumps > stns(l).npumps) Then 

msg = " WARNING !!!. Transfer Exceedes Pumpmg Capacity " 
ret = MsgBox(msg, 17, "WARNING") 
npumps = stns(l).npumps 

End If 
If hpgen < hpreqd Then 

msg = " WARNING !!!. Transfer Exceedes Pumping Capacity " 
ret = MsgBox(msg, 17, "WARNING") 
Shapel(l).FillColor = QBColor(2) 
Shape l(2).FillColor = QBColor(2) 
Shape l(3).FillColor = QBColor(2) 
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Shape2(l).FillColor = QBColor(2) 
Shape2(2).FillColor = QBColor(2) 
Shape2(3).FillColor = QBColor(2) 
Exit Sub 

Endff 
For i = 1 To npumps 
Shape l(i).FillColor = QBColor(12) 

Nexti 
ff (npumps < stns(l).npumps) Then 
For i = npumps + 1 To stns(l).npumps 
Shape l(i).FillColor = QBColor(2) 

Nexti 
End If 

If Val(Str$(hpreqd)) < Val(Str$(hpgenl)) Then 
Shapel(l).FillColor = QBColor(2) 

Shapel(2).FillColor = QBColor(12) 
Shape l(3).FillColor = QBColor(12) 

Elself Val(Str$(hpreqd)) > Val(Str$(hpgenl)) And Val(Str$(hpreqd)) < 
Val(Str$(hpgen2)) Then 
Shapel(2).FillColor = QBColor(12) 

Shape l(l).FillColor = QBColor(2) 
Shape l(3).FillColor = QBColor(2) 
Elself Val(Str$(hpreqd)) > Val(Str$(hpgen2)) And Val(Str$(hpreqd)) 

< Val(Str$(hpgen3)) Then 
Shapel(3).FillColor = QBColor(12) 

Shapel(l).FillColor = QBColor(2) 
Shapel(2).FillColor = QBColor(2) 

Elself Val(Str$(hpreqd)) > (Val(Str$(hpgenl) + Str$(hpgen2) + Str$(hpgen3))) 
Then 

Shapel(l).FillColor = QBColor(12) 
Shapel(2).FillColor = QBColor(12) 
Shapel(3).FillColor = QBColor(12) 

End If 
strl2 = (Val(Str$(hpgenl)) + Val(Str$(hpgen2))) 
strl3 = (Val(Str$(hpgenl)) + Val(Str$(hpgen3))) 
str23 - (Val(Str$(hpgen2)) + Val(Str$(hpgen3))) 
strl23 = (Val(Str$(hpgenl)) + Val(Str$(hpgen3)) + Val(Str$(hpgen2))) 
If (Val(Str$(hpgenl)) = Val(Str$(hpgen2))) And (Val(Str$(hpgen2)) + 
Val(Str$(hpgen3))) Then 
' Turn on first two 
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If Val(Str$(hpreqd)) > Val(strl2) And Val(Str$(hpreqd)) < Val(str23) Then 
Shapel(l).FillColor = QBColor(12) 
Shape l(2).FillColor = QBColor(12) 
Shape l(3).FillColor = QBColor(2) 
GoTo Linel 

End If 
' Turn on all three 

If Val(Str$(hpreqd)) > Val(strl2) And Val(Str$(hpreqd)) > Val(str23) Then 
Shapel(l).FillColor = QBColor(12) 
Shape l(2).FillColor = QBColor(12) 
Shape l(3).FillColor = QBColor(12) 
GoTo Linel 

End If 
' Turn on first only 
If Val(Str$(hpreqd)) < Val(strl2) And Val(Str$(hpreqd)) < Val(str23) And 

Val(Str$(hpreqd)) > Val(Str$(hpgenl)) Then ' + Val(Str$(hpgen2)))Then 
Shapel(l).FillColor = QBColor(12) 
Shapel(2).FillColor = QBColor(12) 
Shape l(3).FillColor = QBColor(2) 
GoTo Linel 

End If 
If Val(Str$(hpreqd)) > Val(strl2) And Val(Str$(hpreqd)) < Val(str23) And 
Val(str23) < Val(strl3) Then 

Shapel(l).FillColor = QBColor(2) 
Shapel(2).FillColor = QBColor(12) 
Shapel(3).FilIColor = QBColor(12) 
GoTo Linel 

Endff 
If Val(Str$(hpreqd)) > Val(strl2) And Val(Str$(hpreqd)) < Val(strl3) And 
Val(strl3) < Val(str23) Then 

Shapel(l).FillColor = QBColor(12) 
Shapel(2).FillColor = QBColor(2) 
Shapel(3).FillColor = QBColor(12) 
GoTo Linel 

End If 
If Val(Str$(hpreqd)) > Val(str23) And Val(Str$(hpreqd)) < Val(strl3) And 
Val(strl3) < Val(str23) Then 

Shapel(l).FillColor = QBColor(12) 
Shapel(2).FillColor = QBColor(2) 
Shapel(3).FillColor = QBColor(12) 
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GoTo Linel 
Endff 

ff Val(Str$(hpreqd)) > Val(str23) And Val(Str$(hpreqd)) < Val(strl2) And 
Val(strl2) < Val(strl3) And Val(strl2) < Val(str23) Then 

Shapel(l).FillColor = QBColor(12) 
Shapel(2).FillColor = QBColor(12) 
Shapel(3).FillColor = QBColor(2) 
GoTo Linel 

End If 
If Val(Str$(hpreqd)) > Val(strl23) Then 

Shapel(l).FillColor = QBColor(12) 
Shapel(2).FillColor = QBColor(12) 
Shape l(3).FillColor = QBColor(12) 
GoTo Linel 
MsgBox " Exceeds Capacity for HorsePower" 

End If 
If Val(Str$(hpreqd)) < Val(strl2) And Val(Str$(hpreqd)) < Val(strl3) And 
Val(Str$(hpreqd)) < Val(str23) _ 

And Val(Str$(hpreqd)) < (Val(Str$(hpgenl))) And Val(Str$(hpreqd)) < 
(Val(Str$(hpgen2))) And Val(Str$(hpreqd)) < (Val(Str$(hpgen3))) Then 

Shapel(l).FillColor = QBColor(12) 
Shape l(2).FillColor = QBColor(2) 
Shapel(3).FillColor = QBColor(2) 
GoTo Linel 

End If 
If Val(Str$(hpreqd)) < Val(strl2) And Val(Str$(hpreqd)) < Val(strl3) And 
Val(Str$(hpreqd)) < Val(str23) _ 

And Val(Str$(hpreqd)) > (Val(Str$(hpgenl))) And Val(Str$(hpreqd)) > 
(Val(Str$(hpgen2))) And Val(Str$(hpreqd)) < (Val(Str$(hpgen3))) Then 

Shapel(l).FillColor = QBColor(2) 
Shape l(2).FillColor = QBColor(2) 
Shapel(3).FillColor = QBColor(12) 
GoTo Linel 

End If 
If Val(Str$(hpreqd)) < Val(strl2) And Val(Str$(hpreqd)) < Val(strl3) And 
Val(Str$(hpreqd)) < Val(str23) _ 

And Val(Str$(hpreqd)) > (Val(Str$(hpgenl))) And Val(Str$(hpreqd)) < 
(Val(Str$(hpgen2))) And Val(Str$(hpreqd)) < (Val(Str$(hpgen3))) Then 

Shapel(l).FillColor = QBColor(2) 
Shape l(2).FillColor = QBColor(12) 
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Shapel(3).FillColor = QBColor(2) 
GoTo Linel 

Endff 
If Val(Str$(hpreqd)) < Val(strl2) And Val(Str$(hpreqd)) < Val(strl3) And 
Val(Str$(hpreqd)) < Val(str23) Then 

Select Case Val(Str$(hpreqd)) 
Case Is < Val(Str$(hpgenl)) And Val(Str$(hpreqd)) < Val(Str$(hpgen2)) And 
Val(Str$(hpreqd)) < Val(Str$(hpgen3)) 

Shapel(l).FillColor = QBColor(12) 
Shapel(2).FillColor = QBColor(2) 
Shape l(3).FillColor = QBColor(2) 

Case Is > Val(Str$(hpgenl)) And Val(Str$(hpreqd)) > Val(Str$(hpgen2)) And 
Val(Str$(hpreqd)) < Val(Str$(hpgen3)) 

Shapel(l).FillColor = QBColor(2) 
Shape l(2).FillColor = QBColor(2) 
Shape l(3).FillColor = QBColor(12) 

Case Is > Val(Str$(hpgenl)) And Val(Str$(hpreqd)) < Val(Str$(hpgen2)) And 
Val(Str$(hpreqd)) < Val(Str$(hpgen3)) 

Shape l(l).FillColor = QBColor(2) 
Shape l(2).FillColor = QBColor(12) 
Shape l(3).FillColor = QBColor(2) 

End Select 
End If 
Linel: 

Debug. Print 
'calc for 2nd section 

Call prdrop3(fluid, 2, 2, delp, hpreqd) 
txtpr(2).Text = Str$(delp) 

txthp(2).Text = Str$(hpreqd) 
npumps = 0 

hpgen = 0 
Do While (hpgen < hpreqd) 

npumps = 2 
npumps = npumps + 1 
hpgen = npumps * stns(2).hppumps 
hpgen 1 = strhpl 
hpgen2 = strhp2 
hpgen3 = strhp3 

hpgen = Val(strhp7) + Val(strhp8) + Val(strhp9) 
hpgen4 = strhp7 
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hpgen5 = strhpS 
hpgen6 = strhp9 
IfhpgenO"0"Then 

GoTo Line5 
Endff 

Loop 
Line5: 
If (npumps > stns(2).npumps) Then 

msg = " WARNING !!!. Transfer Exceedes Pumping Capacity " 
ret = MsgBox(msg, 17, "WARNING") 
npumps = stns(2).npumps 

End If 
If hpgen < hpreqd Then 

msg = " WARNING !!!. Transfer Exceedes Pumping Capacity " 
ret = MsgBox(msg, 17, "WARNING") 
Shapel(l).FillColor = QBColor(2) 
Shapel(2).FillColor = QBColor(2) 
Shape l(3).FillColor = QBColor(2) 
Shape2(l).FillColor = QBColor(2) 
Shape2(2).FillColor = QBColor(2) 
Shape2(3).FillColor = QBColor(2) 

Exit Sub 
End If 

For i = 1 To npumps 
Shape2(i).FillColor = QBColor(12) 

Nexti 
If (npumps < stns(2).npumps) Then 

For i = npumps + 1 To stns(2).npumps 
Shape2(i).FillColor = QBColor(2) 

Nexti 
End If 

End If ' if animation was off calc above quantities 
str45 = (Val(Str$(hpgen4)) + Val(Str$(hpgen5))) 
str46 = (Val(Str$(hpgen4)) + Val(Str$(hpgen6))) 
str56 = (Val(Str$(hpgen5)) + Val(Str$(hpgen6))) 
str456 = (Val(Str$(hpgen4)) + Val(Str$(hpgen5)) + Val(Str$(hpgen6))) 
If (Val(Str$(hpgen4)) = Val(Str$(hpgen5))) And (Val(Str$(hpgen5)) = 
Val(Str$(hpgen6))) Then 
If Val(Str$(hpreqd)) > Val(str45) And Val(Str$(hpreqd)) < Val(str56) Then 

Shape2(l).FillColor = QBColor(12) 
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Shape2(2).FillColor = QBColor(12) 
Shape2(3).FillColor = QBColor(2) 
GoTo Line2 

End If 
If Val(Str$(hpreqd)) > Val(str45) And Val(Str$(hpreqd)) > Val(str56) Then 

Shape2(l).FillColor = QBColor(12) 
Shape2(2).FillColor = QBColor(12) 
Shape2(3).FillColor = QBColor(12) 
GoTo Line2 

End If 
' Turn on first only 
If Val(Str$(hpreqd)) < Val(str45) And Val(Str$(hpreqd)) < Val(str56) And 

Val(Str$(hpreqd)) > Val(Str$(hpgen4)) Then ' + Val(Str$(hpgen2)))Then 
Shape2(l).FillColor = QBColor(12) 
Shape2(2).FiIlColor = QBColor(12) 
Shape2(3).FillColor = QBColor(2) 
GoTo Line2 

End If 
End If 

If Val(Str$(hpreqd)) > Val(str45) And Val(Str$(hpreqd)) < Val(str56) And 
Val(str56) < Val(str46) Then 

Shape2(l).FillColor = QBColor(2) 
Shape2(2).FillColor = QBColor(12) 
Shape2(3).FillColor = QBColor(12) 
GoTo Line2 

End If 

If Val(Str$(hpreqd)) > Val(str45) And Val(Str$(hpreqd)) < Val(str46) And 
Val(str46) < Val(str56) Then 

Shape2(l).FillColor = QBColor(12) 
Shape2(2).FillColor = QBColor(2) 
Shape2(3).FillColor = QBColor(12) 
GoTo Line2 

End If 
If Val(Str$(hpreqd)) > Val(str56) And Val(Str$(hpreqd)) < Val(str46) And 
Val(str46) < Val(str56) Then 

Shape2(l).FillColor = QBColor(12) 
Shape2(2).FillColor = QBColor(2) 
Shape2(3).FillColor = QBColor(12) 
GoTo Line2 
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Endff 
ff Val(Str$(hpreqd)) > Val(str56) And Val(Str$(hpreqd)) < Val(str45) And 
Val(str45) < Val(str46) And Val(str45) < Val(str56) Then 

Shape2(l).FillColor = QBColor(12) 
Shape2(2).FillColor = QBColor(12) 
Shape2(3).FillColor = QBColor(2) 
GoTo Line2 

Endff 
If Val(Str$(hpreqd)) > Val(str456) Then 

Shape2(l).FillColor = QBColor(12) 
Shape2(2).FillColor = QBColor(12) 
Shape2(3).FillColor = QBColor(12) 
GoTo Line2 
MsgBox " Exceeds Capacity for HorsePower" 

End If 
If Val(Str$(hpreqd)) < Val(str45) And Val(Str$(hpreqd)) < Val(str46) And 
Val(Str$(hpreqd)) < Val(str56) _ 

And Val(Str$(hpreqd)) < (Val(Str$(hpgen4))) And Val(Str$(hpreqd)) < 
(Val(Str$(hpgen5))) And Val(Str$(hpreqd)) < (Val(Str$(hpgen6))) Then 

Shape2(l).FillColor = QBColor(12) 
Shape2(2).FillColor = QBColor(2) 
Shape2(3).FillColor = QBColor(2) 
GoTo Line2 

End If 
If Val(Str$(hpreqd)) < Val(str45) And Val(Str$(hpreqd)) < Val(str46) And 
Val(Str$(hpreqd)) < Val(str56) _ 

And Val(Str$(hpreqd)) > (Val(Str$(hpgen4))) And Val(Str$(hpreqd)) > 
(Val(Str$(hpgen5))) And Val(Str$(hpreqd)) < (Val(Str$(hpgen6))) Then 

Shape2(l).FillColor = QBColor(2) 
Shape2(2).FillColor = QBColor(2) 
Shape2(3).FillColor = QBColor(12) 
GoTo Line2 

End If 
If Val(Str$(hpreqd)) < Val(str45) And Val(Str$(hpreqd)) < Val(str46) And 
Val(Str$(hpreqd)) < Val(str56) _ 

And Val(Str$(hpreqd)) > (Val(Str$(hpgen4))) And Val(Str$(hpreqd)) < 
(Val(Str$(hpgen5))) And Val(Str$(hpreqd)) < (Val(Str$(hpgen6))) Then 

Shape2(l).FillColor = QBColor(2) 
Shape2(2).FillColor = QBColor(12) 
Shape2(3).FillColor = QBColor(2) 
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GoTo Line2 
End If 
Line2: 
If anibutt. Caption = "&Start Animation" Then 

anibutt. Caption = "&Stop Animation" 
gAnion = 1 

Else 
anibutt. Caption = "&Start Animation" 
gAnion = 0 

End If 
End Sub 
Private Sub Form Load() 

For i = 1 To nproducts 
Combo 1.Addltem sys(i).name 

Nexti 
Shapel(l).FillColor - QBColor(12) 

Shape l(2).FillColor = QBColor(12) 
Shapel(3).FillColor = QBColor(2) 

'timer 1. Enabled = False 
End Sub 
Private Sub ok_CUck() 
Unload Me 
End Sub 
Private Sub Timer l_Timer() 
Static Framelndex 
Dim fiiame As String 
If gAnion = 0 Then Exit Sub 
Framelndex = Framelndex + 1 
If Framelndex = 4 Then 
Framelndex = 0 
End If 
Select Case Framelndex 
Case 1 
friame = gAppDir + "Wl.bmp" 

Image2(l).Picture = LoadPicture(friame) 
Case 2 
friame = gAppDir + "W2.bmp" 
Image2(l).Picture = LoadPicture(fiiame) 
Case 3 
fiiame = gAppDir + "W3.bmp" 
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Image2(l).Picture = LoadPicture(fiiame) 
End Select 
End Sub 
Begin VB.Form arrtime 
Attribute VB Name = "arrtime" 
Attribute VBGlobalNameSpace = False 
Attribute VBCreatable = False 
Attribute VBPredeclaredId = Tme 
Attribute VBExposed = False 
Private Sub Command l_CUck() 
Unload Me 
End Sub 
Private Sub Command2_CUck() 
re_fresh 
End Sub 
Private Sub Form_Load() 
Dim i, j , vcoimt As Integer 
Me.Width = nshippers * 1000 + 2000 

Me.height = nproducts * 400 + 2000 
Commandl.Top = Me.height - 1000 
Commandl.Left = Me.Width - 1200 
Command2.Top = Commandl.Top 
Coinmand2.Left = Commandl.Left - 1200 

' first in index 
shipper(l). Caption = "Shipper 1" 
product(l).Caption = sys(l).name 
' set up captions for shippers 
For i = 2 To nshippers 
Load shipper(i) 
shipper(i).Left = shipper(i - l).Left + 1000 
sliipper(i).Top = shipper(i - l).Top 
shipper(i). Visible = Tme 
shipper(i).Caption = "Shipper" + Str$(i) 

Nexti 
' set up captions for products 
For j = 2 To nproducts 
Load product(j) 
product(j).Top = product(j - l).Top + 400 
product(j).Left = product(j - l).Left 
product(j). Visible = Tme 
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product(j). Caption = sys(j).name 
Nextj 
' set up boxes for arrival Times 
vcount = 1 

forproduct = 1 
For j = 1 To nproducts 
For i = 1 To nshippers 
Load Text 1 (vcount) 
Text 1 (vcount). Top = product(forproduct).Top 
Text 1 (vcoimt).Left = product(forproduct).Left + i * 1000 
Text 1 (vcount). Visible = Tme 
vcount = vcount + 1 

Nexti 
forproduct = forproduct + 1 
Nextj 

' calc arrival times 
art = 0 
For j = 1 To nproducts 
For i = 1 To nshippers 
ttr2(j, i) = ttrl(j, i) + art 
art = ttr2(j, i) 

Nexti 
Nextj 
' fill in boxes 
vcount = 1 
forproduct = 1 
For j = 1 To nproducts 
For i = 1 To nshippers 
Textl(vcount).Text = ttr2(j, i) 
vcount = vcount + 1 

Nexti 
forproduct = forproduct + 1 

Nextj 
End Sub 
Private Sub re_fresh() 
' calc arrival times 
art = 0 
For j = 1 To nproducts 
For i = 1 To nshippers 
ttr2(j, i) = ttrl(j, i) + art 
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art = ttr2(j, i) 
Nexti 
Nextj 
' fill in boxes 
vcount = 1 
forproduct = 1 
For j = 1 To nproducts 
For i = 1 To nshippers 
Textl(vcount).Text = ttr2(j, i) 
vcount = vcoimt + 1 

Nexti 
forproduct = forproduct + 1 

Nextj 
End Sub 
Begin Form backend 
Sub Command IClick () 
Unload Me 
End Sub 
Sub Conimand2_Click () 
refresh 
End Sub 
Sub FormLoad () 
Dim i, j , vcount As Integer 
Me.Widtii = nshippers * 1000 + 2000 

Me.Height = nproducts * 400 + 2000 
Commandl.Top = Me.Height - 1000 
Commandl.Left = Me.Width - 1200 

' first in index 
shipper(l). Caption = "Shipper 1" 
product(l).Caption = "Product 1" 
' set up captions for shippers 
For i = 2 To nshippers 
Load shipper(i) 
shipper(i).Left = shipper(i - l).Left + 1000 
shipper(i).Top = shipper(i - l).Top 
shipper(i). Visible = Tme 
shipper(i). Caption = "Shipper" + Str$(i) 

Nexti 
' set up captions for products 
For j = 2 To nproducts 
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Load product(j) 
product(j).Top = product(j - l).Top + 400 
productQ.Left = product^ - l).Left 
product(j). Visible = Tme 
product(j).Caption = "Product" + Str$(j) 

Nextj 
' set up boxes for nomination volumes 
vcount = 1 
forproduct = 1 
For j = 1 To nproducts 
For i = 1 To nshippers 
Load text 1 (vcount) 
text 1 (vcount). Top = product(forproduct).Top 
textl(vcount).Left = product(forproduct).Left + i * 1000 
text 1 (vcoimt). Visible = Tme 
vcount = vcoimt + 1 

Nexti 
forproduct = forproduct + 1 
Nextj 

' fill in boxes 
If (ncycledays = 0) Then 
ncycledays =10 
text2.Text = Str$(ncycledays) 
End If 
vcount = 1 
forproduct = 1 
For j = 1 To nproducts 
For i = 1 To nshippers 
textl(vcount).Text = vol(j, i) / ncycledays 
vps(j, i) = vol(j, i) / ncycledays 
vcount = vcoimt + 1 

Nexti 
forproduct = forproduct + 1 

Nextj 
End Sub 
Sub refresh () 
ncycledays = Val(text2.Text) 
vcount = 1 
forproduct = 1 
For j = 1 To nproducts 
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For i = 1 To nshippers 
text 1 (vcount).Text = vol(j, i) / ncycledays 
vps(j, i) = vol(j, i) / ncycledays 
vcount = vcount + 1 

Nexti 
forproduct = forproduct + 1 

Nextj 
End Sub 
Begin VB.Form flow 
Attribute VBName = "flow" 
Attribute VBGlobalNameSpace = False 
Attribute VBCreatable = False 
Attribute VBPredeclaredId = Tme 
Attribute VBExposed = False 
Private Sub Command l_Click() 
Unload Me 
End Sub 
Private Sub Conimand2_Click() 
If (ncycledays = 0) Then 
ncycledays =10 
End If 
If (gavgflowclean =1) Then 
' calculate average flow rates 
For j = 1 To nproducts 

For i = 1 To nshippers 
q(j, i) = tvps / ncycledays 
Nexti 

Nextj 
Else 
' some values have been entered by the user 
vcount = 1 
forproduct = 1 
For j = 1 To nproducts 
For i = 1 To nshippers 

Textl(vcount).Text = Str$(q(j, i)) 
vcount = vcoimt + 1 

Nexti 
forproduct = forproduct + 1 
Nextj 

End If 
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' grab average flow data 
gavgflowclean = 0 
vcount = 1 

forproduct = 1 
For j = 1 To nproducts 
For i = 1 To nshippers 

q(j, i) = Val(Textl(vcount).Text) 
vcount = vcount + 1 

Nexti 
forproduct = forproduct + 1 
Nextj 

gavgflowclean = 1 
End Sub 
Private Sub Form_Load() 
If (nshippers < 2) Then 

Me.Widtii = 3500 
Else 
Me.Width = nshippers * 1000 + 1500 

Endff 
Me.height = nproducts * 400 + 2000 
Commandl.Top = Me.height - 1000 
Commandl.Left = Me.Widtii - 1200 
Command2.Top = Commandl.Top 
Coinmand2.Left = Commandl.Left - 1200 
shipper(l). Caption = "Shipper 1" 
product(l). Caption = sys(l).name 
' set up captions for shippers 
For i = 2 To nshippers 
Load shipper(i) 
shipper(i).Left = shipper(i - l).Left + 1000 
shipper(i).Top = shipper(i - l).Top 
shipper(i). Visible = Tme 
shipper(i).Caption = "Shipper" + Str$(i) 

Nexti 
' set up captions for products 
For j = 2 To nproducts 
Load product(j) 
product(j).Top = product(j - l).Top + 400 
product(j).Left = product(j - l).Left 
product(j).Visible = Tme 
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product(j).Caption = sys(j).name 
Nextj 
' set up boxes for nomination volumes 
vcount = 1 
forproduct = 1 
For j = 1 To nproducts 
For i = 1 To nshippers 
Load Text 1 (vcount) 
Text 1 (vcount). Top = product(forproduct).Top 
Text 1 (vcount).Left = product(forproduct).Left + i * 1000 
Text 1 (vcount). Visible = Tme 
vcount = vcount + 1 

Nexti 
forproduct = forproduct + 1 
Nextj 

' printing stored data if any 
If (ncycledays = 0) Then 
imcycledays =10 
End If 
If (gavgflowclean =1) Then 

For j = 1 To nproducts 
For i = 1 To nshippers 
q(j, i) = tvps / ncycledays 
Nexti 

Nextj 
End If 
vcount = 1 

forproduct = 1 
For j = 1 To nproducts 
For i = 1 To nshippers 

Textl(vcount).Text = Str$(qG, i)) 
vcount = vcount + 1 

Nexti 
forproduct = forproduct + 1 
Nextj 

End Sub 
Object = "{F9043C88-F6F2-101A-A3C9-08002B2F49FB}#1.1#0"; 
"comdlg32.ocx" 
Object = "{3B7C8863-D78F-101B-B9B5.04021C009402}#1.1#0"; 
"RICHTX32.0CX" 
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Begin VB.Form fiinPOW2 
Attribute VBName = "frmSplash" 

Attribute VBGlobalNameSpace = False 
Attribute VBCreatable = False 
Attribute VBPredeclaredId = Tme 
Attribute VBExposed = False 
Option Explicit 
Private Sub Form_KeyPress(KeyAscii As Integer) 

Unload Me 
End Sub 
Private Sub Form_Load() 

lblVersion.Caption = "Version " & App.Major & "." & App.Minor & "." & 
App.Revision 

IblProductName.Caption = "PipeLine Scheduling" 
Timer 1. Enabled = Tme 
Timer 1.Interval = 5000 ' Set Timer interval. 

End Sub 
Private Sub Frame ICUckQ 

Unload Me 
End Sub 
Private Sub Timer l_Timer() 
If Timerl.Interval = 5000 Then 

MDIForml.Show 
Unload Me 

End If 
End Sub 
Begin VB.Form front end 
Attribute VBName = "frontend" 
Attribute VBGlobalNameSpace = False 
Attribute VBCreatable = False 
Attribute VBPredeclaredId = Tme 
Attribute VBExposed = False 
Private Sub Command l_Click() 
Unload Me 
End Sub 
Private Sub Coinmand2_Click() 
Dim msg As String 
totvol = 0# 
vcount = 1 
forproduct = 1 
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For j = 1 To nproducts 
For i = 1 To nshippers 
vol(j, i) = Val(Textl(vcount).Text) 
' calculate total volume 
totvol = totvol + vol(j, i) 
vcoimt = vcount + 1 
Nexti 
forproduct = forproduct + 1 
Nextj 
Text2.Text = Str$(totvol) 

msg = "Please check if total volume matches system" + Chr(lO) + Chr(13) 
msg = msg + "capacity. If not, please pro-rate requested nomination." 
MsgBox msg 
'vpc. Command2() 
'Call vpc.Coinmand2_Click 
Call vpc.refresh 
vpc. Refresh 
End Sub 
Private Sub Form_Load() 

If (nshippers < 5) Then 
Me.Widtii = 6500 
Else 
Me.Widtii = nshippers * 1000 + 2000 
End If 
Me.height = nproducts * 400 + 2000 
Commandl.Top = Me.height - 1000 
Commandl.Left = Me.Widtii - 1200 
Command2.Top = Commandl.Top 
Command2.Left = Commandl.Left - 1200 
Label2.Top = Commandl.Top 
Label2.Left = 100 
Text2.Top = Commandl.Top 
Text2.Left = Label2.Left + 2600 

' first in index 
shipper(l).Caption = "Shipper 1" 
product(l).Caption = sys(l).name 
' set up captions for shippers 
For i = 2 To nshippers 
Load shipper(i) 
shipper(i).Left = shipper(i - l).Left + 1000 
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shipper(i).Top = shipper(i - l).Top 
shipper(i). Visible = Tme 
shipper(i).Caption = "Shipper" + Str$(i) 

Nexti 
' set up captions for products 
For j = 2 To nproducts 
Load product(j) 
product(j).Top = product(j - l).Top + 400 
productO).Left = product(j - l).Left 
product(j).Visible = Tme 
product(j).Caption = sys(j).name ' "Product" + Str$(j) 

Nextj 
' set up boxes for nomination volumes 
vcount = 1 
forproduct = 1 
For j = 1 To nproducts 
For i = 1 To nshippers 
Load Text 1 (vcount) 
Text 1 (vcoimt). Top = product(forproduct).Top 
Text 1 (vcount).Left = product(forproduct).Left + i * 1000 
Textl(vcount). Visible = Tme 
vcount = vcoimt + 1 

Nexti 
forproduct = forproduct + 1 
Nextj 

' printing stored data if any 
vcoimt = 1 

forproduct = 1 
For j = 1 To nproducts 
For i = 1 To nshippers 

Textl(vcount).Text = Str$(volG, i)) 
' calculate total volume 
totvol = totvol + vol(j, i) 
vcount = vcount + 1 

Nexti 
forproduct = forproduct + 1 
Nextj 
Text2.Text = Str$(totvol) 

Call vpc.re fresh 
vpc. Refresh 
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End Sub 
Object = "{F9043C88-F6F2-101A-A3C9-08002B2F49FB}#1.1#0"; 
"comdlg32.ocx" 
Begin VB.MDIForm MDIForml 
Begin VB.Menu file 

Caption = "&File" 
Begin VB.Menu file op 

Caption = "New" 
Index = 1 

End 
Begin VB.Menu fileop 

Caption = "Open" 
Index = 2 

End 
Begin VB.Menu fileop 

Caption = "Save" 
Index = 3 

End 
Begin VB.Menu fileop 

Caption = "Save As" 
Index = 4 

End 
Begin VB.Menu fileop 

Caption = "Exit" 
Index = 5 

End 
End 
Begin VB.Menu schdata 

Caption = "S&chedule Data" 
Begin VB.Menu gdata 

Caption = "Fluid Selection" 
Index = 1 

End 
Begin VB.Menu gdata 

Caption = "No of Shippers" 
Index = 2 

End 
Begin VB.Menu stationdatablank 

Caption = "Station Data" 
Index = 4 
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Begin VB.Menu stndata 
Caption = "LI" 
Index = 1 

End 
Begin VB.Menu stn data 

Caption = "Bl" 
Index = 2 

End 
Begin VB.Menu stndata 

Caption = "DI" 
Index = 3 

End 
Begin VB.Menu stn data 

Caption = "D2" 
Index = 4 

End 
End 

Begin VB.Menu geom 
Caption = "Pipe Line Data" 
Index = 5 
Begin VB.Menu pipe data 

Caption = "L1->B1" 
Index = 1 

End 
Begin VB.Menu pipedata 

Caption = "L1~>D1" 
Index = 2 

End 
Begin VB.Menu pipe data 

Caption = "B1->D1" 
Index = 3 

End 
Begin VB.Menu pipedata 

Caption = "L1~>D2" 
Index = 4 

End 
End 

End 
Begin VB.Menu sched 

Caption = "&Scheduler" 
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Begin VB.Menu sch 
Caption = "Frontend" 
Index = 1 

End 
Begin VB.Menu sch 

Caption = "Backend" 
Index = 2 

End 
Begin VB.Menu sch 

Caption = "Animate transfers" 
Index = 3 

End 
Begin VB.Menu power 

Caption = "Power summary" 
Visible = 0 'False 

End 
Begin VB.Menu mnuPOW2 

Caption = "Power Summary Report" 
End 

End 
Begin VB.Menu wind 

Caption = "&Windows" 
Begin VB.Menu win 

Caption = "Cascade" 
Index = 1 

End 
Begin VB.Menu win 

Caption = "Tile" 
Index = 2 

End 
Begin VB.Menu win 

Caption = "Arrange Icons" 
Index = 3 

End 
End 
Begin VB.Menu help 

Caption = "&Help" 
Begin VB.Menu ab 

Caption = "About" 
End 
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Begin VB.Menu online 
Caption = "On Line Help" 

End 
End 

End 
Attribute VBName = "MDIForml" 
Attribute VBGlobalNameSpace = False 
Attribute VBCreatable = False 
Attribute VBPredeclaredId = Tme 
Attribute VB Exposed = False 
Private Sub ab_Click() 
' Load About 
' About. Show 
Load finiAbout 
finiAbout.Show 
End Sub 
Private Sub file_op_Click(Index As Integer) 
On Error Resume Next 
Select Case Index 
Case 1: 
Case 2: 

CMDialogl.Filter = "Schedule Files |*.sch" 
CMDialogl. Action = 1 
fiiame = CMDialogl. filename 
Call readfile 

Case 3: 
CMDialogl.Filter = "Schedule Files |*.sch" 
CMDialogl.Action = 2 
fiiame = CMDialogl. filename 
Call savefile 

Case 4: 
CMDialogl.Filter = "Schedule Files |*.sch" 
CMDialogl.Action = 2 
fiiame = CMDialogl. filename 
Call savefile 

Case 5: Unload Me 
Unload MDIForml 

End Select 
End Sub 
Private Sub gdata_Click(Index As Integer) 
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Dim q As String 
Select Case Index 

Case 1: 
Load syst 
syst.Show 

Case 2: 
If (nshippers = 0) Then nshippers = 5 
q$ = InputBox$("Please Enter the Number of Shippers that will be receive 

shipments", "Number of Shippers", Str$(nshippers), 2000, 2000) 
nshippers = Val(q$) 

Case 3: 
If (nproducts = 0) Then nproducts = 5 
q$ = InputBox$("Please Enter the Number of Products that will be shipped", 

"Number of Products", Str$(nproducts), 2000, 2000) 
nproducts = Val(q$) 

Case 4: 
End Select 
End Sub 
Private Sub MDIForm_Load() 
Me.Left = 0 

Me.Top = 0 
Me.height = Screen.height 
Me.Width = Screen. Width 
Callinit 

End Sub 
Private Sub nmuP0W2_Click() 
'Dim deltap, hpreqd As Single 
Dim i As Integer 
Dim costl, cost2, totcost, grandtot As Single 
Load fiTnP0W2 

fiTnPOW2.Show 
grandtot = 0# 
If (probno = 1) Or (prob_no = 2) Then 
For i = 1 To nproducts 
If (probno =1) Then 
fiTnPOW2.rtxtPower.Text = fiinPOW2.rtxtPower.Text & "Fluid : " & 

sys(i).name & Chr(lO) 
Call prdropl(i, 1, 1, deltap!, hpreqd!) 
costl = hpreqd! * 0.7457 * costjper_kw * ttrl(i, 1) * 24 
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firmPOW2.rtxtPower.Text = fiTnPOW2.rtxtPower.Text & "Operating Cost from 
LI to Booster $" + Str$(costl) & Chr(lO) 

grandtot = grandtot + costl 
Call prdropl(i, 1, 2, deltap!, hpreqd!) 

cost2 = hpreqd! * 0.7457 * cost_per_kw * ttrl(i, 1) * 24 
firmPOW2.rtxtPower.Text = fiTnPOW2.rtxtPower.Text & "Operating Cost from 

Booster to Shipper 1 $" + Str$(cost2) & Chr(lO) 
finnPOW2.rtxtPower.Text = fimiPOW2.rtxtPower.Text «& " 

" & Chr(lO) 
fiinPOW2.rtxtPower.Text = fiinPOW2.rtxtPower.Text & " Total Cost 

$" + Str$(costl + cost2) & Chr(lO) 
fiTnPOW2.rtxtPower.Text = fiTnPOW2.rtxtPower.Text & "" «& Chr(lO) 
grandtot = grandtot + cost2 

Else 
fimiPOW2.rtxtPower.Text = fimiPOW2.rtxtPower.Text & "Fluid : " & sys(i).name 
& Chr(lO) 

fiTnPOW2.rtxtPower.Text = fiTnPOW2.rtxtPower.Text & "Destination : Shipper 
1" & Chr(lO) 

Call prdrop2(i, 1, 1, deltap!, hpreqd!) 
costl = hpreqd! * 0.7457 * cost_per_kw * ttrl(i, 1) * 24 
fiTnPOW2.rtxtPower.Text = fiTnPOW2.rtxtPower.Text & "Operating Cost" + 

Str$(costl)&Chr(10) 
fiTnPOW2.rtxtPower.Text = fiTnPOW2.rtxtPower.Text & "" & Chr(lO) 
grandtot = grandtot + costl 

fiTnPOW2.rtxtPower.Text = fiTnPOW2.rtxtPower.Text & "Destination : Shipper 2" 
&Chr(10) 

Call prdrop2(i, 1, 2, deltap!, hpreqd!) 
costl = hpreqd! * 0.7457 * cost_per_kw * ttrl(i, 2) * 24 
fimiPOW2.rtxtPower.Text = fiTnPOW2.rtxtPower.Text & "Operating Cost" + 

Str$(costl)&Chr(10) 
frTnPOW2.rtxtPower.Text = fiTnPOW2.rtxtPower.Text & "" & Chr(lO) 
grandtot = grandtot + costl 
End If 
Nexti 

fiTnPOW2.rtxtPower.Text = fiTnPOW2.rtxtPower.Text & "" & Chr(lO) 
fiTnPOW2.rtxtPower.Text = fiTnPOW2.rtxtPower.Text & " TOTAL COST FOR 

THE WHOLE CYCLE $" + Str$(grandtot) & Chr(lO) 
Else ' if nor prob 1 or 2 
For i = 1 To nproducts 
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firmPOW2.rtxtPower.Text = fiTnPOW2.rtxtPower.Text & "Fluid : " & 
sys(i).name & Chr(lO) 

CaU prdrop3(i, 1, 1, deltap!, hpreqd!) 
costl = hpreqd! * 0.7457 * cost_per_kw * 12ttr(l, i) * 24 
firmPOW2.rtxtPower.Text = fiinPOW2.rtxtPower.Text & "Operating Cost from 

LI to DI $" + Str$(costl) & Chr(lO) 
grandtot = grandtot + costl 

Call prdrop3(i, 2, 2, deltap!, hpreqd!) 
cost2 = hpreqd! * 0.7457 * cost_per_kw * 12ttr(2, i) * 24 
fimiPOW2.rtxtPower.Text = fimiPOW2.rtxtPower.Text & "Operating Cost from 

L2 to D2 $" + Str$(cost2) & Chr(10) 
fimiPOW2.rtxtPower.Text = fimiPOW2.rtxtPower.Text & " 

" & Chr(lO) 
frinPOW2.rtxtPower.Text = fiinPOW2.rtxtPower.Text & " Total Cost 

$" + Str$(costl + cost2) & Chr(lO) 
fiinPOW2.rtxtPower.Text = firmPOW2.rtxtPower.Text & "" & Chr(10) 
grandtot = grandtot + cost2 
Nexti 
firmPOW2.rtxtPower.Text = fiinPOW2.rtxtPower.Text & "" & Chr(lO) 
fiinPOW2.rtxtPower.Text = fimiPOW2.rtxtPower.Text & " TOTAL COST FOR 

THE WHOLE CYCLE $" + Str$(grandtot) & Chr(lO) 
End If 
End Sub 
Private Sub pipe_data_Click(Index As Integer) 
Select Case Index 
Case 1: 

If (probno =1) Then 
pipeno = 1 
pipe.Textl(0).Text = "Ll" 
pipe.Textl(l).Text = "Bl" 
Else 
pipe.Textl(0).Text = "Ll" 
pipe.Textl(l).Text = "Dl" 
End If 

Case 2, 3: 
If (probno = 2) Then 

glblndex = 2 
pipeno = 1 
pipe.Textl(0).Text="Ll" 
pipe.Textl(l).Text = "Dl" 
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Elself (probno =1) And pipeno o 2 Then 
pipeno = 2 
pipe.Textl(0).Text = "Bl" 
pipe.Textl(l).Text = "Dl" 

Elself pipeno = 2 Then 
pipeno = 1 
pipe.Textl(0).Text = "Bl" 
pipe.Textl(l).Text="Dl" 

Elself probno = 3 /\nd Index = 2 Then 
glblndex = 2 
pipe.Textl(0).Text="Ll" 
pipe.Textl(l).Text = "Dl" 

End If 
Case 4: 

If probno = 3 And Index <> 2 Then 
glblndex = 4 
pipe.Textl(0).Text = "L2" 
pipe.Textl(l).Text = "D2" 

Elself probno = 2 And Index = 4 Then 
glblndex = 4 
pipe.Textl(0).Text = "L2" 
pipe.Textl(l).Text = "D2" 

Else 
pipe.Textl(0).Text = "Ll" 

pipe.Textl(l).Text = "D2" 
End If 
End Select 
Load pipe 
pipe. Show 
End Sub 
Private Sub power_Click() 
'Dim dehap, hpreqd As Single 
Dim i As Integer 
Dim costl, cost2, totcost, grandtot As Single 
Load pow 
pow.Show 
grandtot = 0# 
If (prob no = 1) Or (probno = 2) Then 
For i = 1 To nproducts 
If (probno =1) Then 
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pow.Print "Fluid : " & sys(i).name 
Call prdropl(i, 1, 1, deltap!, hpreqd!) 
costl = hpreqd! * 0.7457 * cost_per_kw * ttrl(i, 1) * 24 
pow.Print "Operating Cost from LI to Booster $" + Str$(costl) 
grandtot = grandtot + costl 
Call prdropl(i, 1, 2, deltap!, hpreqd!) 
cost2 = hpreqd! * 0.7457 * cost_per_kw * ttrl(i, 1) * 24 
pow.Print "Operating Cost from Booster to Shipper 1 $" + Str$(cost2) 
pow.Print" " 
pow.Print" Total Cost $" + Str$(costl + cost2) 
pow.Print"" 
grandtot = grandtot + cost 
Else 
pow.Print "Fluid : " & sys(i).name 
pow.Print "Destination : Shipper 1" 
CaU prdrop2(i, 1, 1, deltap!, hpreqd!) 
costl = hpreqd! * 0.7457 * cost_per_kw * ttrl(i, 1) * 24 
pow.Print "Operating Cost" + Str$(costl) 
pow.Print"" 
grandtot = grandtot + costl 
pow.Print "Destination : Shipper 2" 
Call prdrop2(i, 1, 2, deltap!, hpreqd!) 
costl = hpreqd! * 0.7457 * cost_per_kw * ttrl(i, 2) * 24 
pow.Print "Operating Cost" + Str$(costl) 
pow.Print"" 
grandtot = grandtot + costl 

End If 
Nexti 

pow.Print"" 
pow.Print" TOTAL COST FOR THE WHOLE CYCLE $" + Str$(grandtot) 

Else ' if nor prob 1 or 2 
For i = 1 To nproducts 

pow.Print "Fluid : " & sys(i).name 
CaU prdrop3(i, 1, 1, deltap!, hpreqd!) 
costl = hpreqd! * 0.7457 * cost_per_kw * 12ttr(l, i) * 24 
pow.Print "Operating Cost from LI to DI $" + Str$(costl) 
grandtot = grandtot + costl 
CaU prdrop3(i, 2, 2, deltap!, hpreqd!) 
cost2 = hpreqd! * 0.7457 * cost_per_kw * 12ttr(2, i) * 24 
pow.Print "Operating Cost from L2 to D2 $" + Str$(cost2) 
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pow.Print" " 
pow.Print" Total Cost $" + Str$(costl + cost2) 
pow.Print"" 
grandtot = grandtot + cost2 

Nexti 
pow.Print"" 
pow.Print" TOTAL COST FOR THE WHOLE CYCLE $" + Str$(grandtot) 

End If 
End Sub 
Private Sub problem no_Click() 

Load prob 
prob. Show 

End Sub 
Private Sub sch_Click(Index As Integer) 
Select Case Index 
Case 1: 
If (probno = 3) Then 

Load 12vps 
12vps.Show 

Else 
Load frontend 
frontend.Show 
Load vpc 
vpc. Show 

End If 
Case 2: 
If (probno = 3) Then 

Load 12flow 
12flow.Show 
Load 12ttre 
12ttre.Show 
Load 12arr_time 
12arr_time.Show 

Else 
Load flow 
flow. Show 
Load ttre 
ttre.Show 
Load arrtime 
arr time.Show 
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End If 
Case 3: 

If(prob_no= 1) Then 
Load anil 
anil. Show 

Elself (probno = 2) Then 
Load ani2 
ani2.Show 

Else 
Load ani3 
aniS.Show 

End If 
End Select 
End Sub 
Private Sub stndata Click(Index As Integer) 
Select Case Index 

Case 1: 
stnno= 1 
strLl = "LI" 

strBl = "" 
strDl ="" 
strD2 ="" 
station.Textl.Text = "LI" 

Case 2: stimo = 2 
strBl = "Bl"'abq 
StrLl ="" 
StrDl ="" 
strD2 ="" 
station.Textl.Text = "B1 

Case 3: 
If (prob no =1) Then 
stnno = 3 

Else 
stnno = 2 

End If 
StrDl = "DI" 
strBl = "" 
StrLl = "" 
strD2 ="" 
station.Textl.Text = "D1" 
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Case 4: 
If(prob_no= 1) Then 
stnno = 1 

Else 
stnno = 3 

End If 
strD2 = "D2" 
StrLl ="" 
StrDl ="" 
StrBl = "" 
station.Textl.Text = "D2" 

End Select 
Load station 
station. Show 

End Sub 
Private Sub win_Click(Index As Integer) 
Select Case Index 
Case 1: MDIForml.Arrange 0 
Case 2: MDIForml.Arrange 1 
Case 3: MDIForml.Arrange 3 

End Select 
End Sub 
Attribute VBName = "MODULEll" 
Public strl2 As String 
PubUc str23 As String 
Public strl3 As String 
Public str45 As String 
PubUc str46 As String 
Public str56 As String 
Public blncalc As Boolean 
Public glblndex As Integer 
Public strhpl As String 
Public strhp2 As String 
Public strhp3 As String 
Public strhp4 As String 
Public strhp5 As String 
Public strhp6 As String 
Public strhp7 As String 
Public StrhpS As String 
Public strhp9 As String 
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Public strhplO As String 
PubUc strhpl 1 As String 
PubUc strhpl2 As String 
PubUc StrLl As String 
Public strD2 As String 
Public StrBl As String 
Public StrDl As String 
Public hpgen 1 As Variant 
Public hpgeii2 As Variant 
Public hpgen3 As Variant 
Public hpgen4 As Variant 
Public hpgen5 As Variant 
Public hpgen6 As Variant 
Type stndata 
npumps As Integer 
hppumps As Single 

End Type 
Type pipelinedata 
fromstn As Integer 
tpstn As Integer 
length As Single 
dia As Single 
height As Single 

End Type 
Type sysdata 
name As String 
mu As Single 
c As Single 

End Type 
' geometry info 
Global stns() As stn data 
Global pipes() As pipeline data 
Global nstns As Integer 
Global npipes As Integer 
Global stnno As Integer 
Global pipeno As Integer 
Global blnflag As Boolean 
' product info 
Global nproducts As Integer 
Global nshippers As Integer 
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'volume info 
Global gavgflowclean As Integer 
Global tvps As Single 
Global tottimepc As Single 
Global vol() As Single 
Global q() As Smgle 
Global ttrlO As Single 
Global ttr20 As Single 
Global avgqO As Smgle 
Global csec() As Single 
Global total vol cycle As Single 
Global ncycledays As Single 
Global vps() As Single 
Global totvol As Single 
Global productO As String 
Global mu() As Single 
Global c() As Single 
Global prob no As Integer 
Global sys() As sysdata 
Global 12vol() As Single 
Global 12q() As Single 
Global 12ttr() As Single 
Global I2arrtime() As Single 
Global cost_per_kw As Single 
' file info 
Global fiaame As String 
' global vars for animation etc.. 
Global gAnion As Integer 
Global gAppDir As String 
Sub initO 
Dim i, j , vcount As Integer 
ReDim vol(15, 15) As Single 
ReDim pump(15, 14) As Single 
ReDim vps(15, 15) As Single 
ReDim q(15, 15) As Smgle 
ReDim ttrl(15, 15) As Single 
ReDim ttr2(15, 15) As Single 
ReDim product(lO) As String 
ReDim mu(lO) As Single 
ReDim c(10) As Single 
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ReDim sys(lO) As sysdata 
ReDim stns(lO) As stndata 
ReDim pipes(lO) As pipelinedata 
ReDim 12vol(5, 5) As Single 
ReDim 12q(5, 5) As Single 
ReDim 12ttr(5, 5) As Single 
ReDim 12arrtime(5, 5) As Single 
anion = 1 
gAppDir = App.Path 
gavgflowclean = 1 
probno = 1 
nproducts = 0 
nshippers = 0 
product(l) = "Gasoline(93)" 
product(2) = "Gasoline(S9)" 
product(3) = "Gasoline(87)" 
product(4) = "Naphtiia" 
product(5) = "Kerosene" 
product(6) = "Jet_Fuel" 
product(7) = "Gas Oil" 
product(8) = "Fuel Oil" 
mu(l) = 35 
mu(2) = 45 
mu(3) = 30 
mu(4) = 32 
mu(5) = 31 
mu(6) = 30 
mu(7) = 29 
mu(S) = 28 
c(l)=150 
c(2) = 140 
c(3)= 130 
c(4) = 120 
c(5)=110 
c(6) = 100 
c(7)= 90 
c(S)= 80 
cost_per_kw = 0.058 ' 5.8 cents / kw-h 
End Sub 
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Sub prdropl(Uq As Integer, dest As Integer, pno As Integer, delp As Single, hpreq 
As Smgle) 
' Find Horse Power requirement 
flowrate = q(Uq, dest) / 24 ' changed vps to q 
sg = 141.5 / (131.5 + sys(liq).mu) 
rho = sg * 62.4 
pm = (12355 * flowrate ^ 1.852) / (sys(liq).c ^ 1.852 * pipes(pno).dia ^ 4.87) 
dp = pipes(pno).length * pm 
ws = pipes(pno).height + (dp * 144 / (sg * 62.4)) 
mdot = flowrate * 5.62 * rho / 3600 
hp = mdot * ws / 550 
delp = dp 
hpreq = hp 
End Sub 
Sub prdrop2(liq As Integer, dest As Integer, pno As Integer, delp As Single, hpreq 
As Single) 
' Find Horse Power requirement 
flowrate = q(Uq, dest) / 24 
sg= 141.5/(131.5 + sys(liq).mu) 
rho = sg * 62.4 
'pm = (12355 * flowrate ^ 1.852) / (sys(liq).c(n) ^ 1.852 * pipes(pno).dia ^ 4.87) 
pm = (12355 * flow_rate ̂  1.852) / (c(liq) ^ 1.852 * pipes(pno).dia ^ 4.87) 
dp = pipes(pno).length * pm 
ws = elev + (dp * 144 / (sg * 62.4)) 
mdot = flowrate * 5.62 * rho / 3600 
hp = mdot * ws / 550 
delp = dp 
hpreq = hp 
End Sub 
Sub prdrop3(liq As Integer, dest As Integer, pno As Integer, delp As Single, hpreq 
As Smgle) 
flowrate = 12q(dest, liq) / 24 ' changed vps to q 
sg = 141.5 / (131.5 + sys(Uq).mu) 
rho = sg * 62.4 
pm = (12355 * flow_rate ̂  1.852) / (sys(liq).c ^ 1.852 * pipes(pno).dia ^ 4.87) 
dp = pipes(pno).length * pm 
ws = pipes(pno).height + (dp * 144 / (sg * 62.4)) 
mdot = flowrate * 5.62 * rho / 3600 
hp = mdot * ws / 550 
delp = dp 
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hpreq = hp 
End Sub 
Sub readfileO 
Dim temp As Integer 
Open fiiame For Input As #1 
Input #l,prob_no 
Input #1, nproducts, nshippers 
' read products 
For i = 1 To nproducts 
Input #1, temp 
sys(i).name = product(temp) 
sys(i).mu = mu(temp) 
sys(i).c = c(temp) 

Nexti 
' read volumes from data file 
For j = 1 To nproducts 
For i = 1 To nshippers 
Input #1, vol(j, i) 

Nexti 
Nextj 

' reading stndata 
Input #l,nstn 
For i = 1 To nstn 
Input #1, stns(i).npumps 
Input #1, stns(i).hppumps 

Nexti 
' reading pipe data 
Input #1, npipes 
For i = 1 To npipes 
Input #1, pipes(i).length 
Input #1, pipes(i).dia 
Input #1, pipes(i).height 

Nexti 
If (probno =1) Then 

MDIForml.stn_data(4). Enabled = False 
MDIForml.pipe_data(2). Enabled = False 
MDIForml.pipe_data(4).Enabled = False 
MDIForml. stn_data(2).Enabled = Tme 

MDIForml.pipe_data(l). Enabled = Tme 
MDIForml.pipe data(3).Enabled = Tme 
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Else 
MDIForml. stn_data(2).Enabled = False 
MDIForml.pipe_data(l).Enabled = False 
MDIForml.pipe_data(3).Enabled = False 
MDIForml.stn_data(4).Enabled = Tme 
MDIForml.pipe_data(2).Enabled = Tme 
MDIForml.pipe_data(4). Enabled = Tme 

End If 
Close #1 
End Sub 
Sub savefileO 
Dim temp As Integer 
Open fiiame For Output As #1 
Print #l,prob_no 
Print #1, nproducts, nshippers 
' read products 
For i = 1 To nproducts 
Print #1, temp 

Nexti 
' read volumes from data file 
For j = 1 To nproducts 
For i = 1 To nshippers 
Print#l, vol(j, i) 

Nexti 
Nextj 

' reading stndata 
Print #1, nstn 
For i = 1 To nstn 
Print #1, stns(i).npumps 
Print #1, stns(i).hppumps 

Nexti 
' reading pipe data 
Print #1, npipes 
For i = 1 To npipes 
Print #1, pipes(i).length 
Print #l,pipes(i).dia 
Print #1, pipes(i).height 

Nexti 
Close #1 
End Sub 
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Public Sub InitializeDataO 
End Sub 
Begin VB.Form pipe 
Attribute VBName = "pipe" 
Attribute VBGlobalNameSpace = False 
Attribute VBCreatable = False 
Attribute VBPredeclaredId = Tme 
Attribute VBExposed = False 
Private Sub Cancel_CUck() 
Unload Me 
End Sub 
Private Sub Form_Load() 
If probno = 3 And glblndex = 2 Then 
diameter. Text = 4 

length_p.Text = 13 
elev. Text = 150 

Elself probno = 3 And glblndex = 4 Then 
diameter. Text = 4 

lengtii_p.Text = 77 
elev. Text = 690 

Elself probno = 2 And glblndex = 2 Then 
diameter. Text = 6 

lengtii_p.Text = 12.5 
elev. Text = 150 

Elself probno = 2 And glblndex = 4 Then 
diameter. Text = 6 

lengtii_p.Text = 76.5 
elev. Text = 690 

Else 
diameter. Text = pipes(pipeno).dia 
length_p.Text = pipes(pipeno). length 
elev. Text = pipes(pipeno).height 

End If 
End Sub 
Private Sub okCUckQ 

'pipe no = pipe no + 1 
pipes(pipeno).dia = Val(diameter.Text) 
pipes(pipeno). length = Val(length_p.Text) 
pipes(pipeno).height = Val(elev.Text) 

Unload Me 
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End Sub 
Attribute VBName = "prob" 
Attribute VBGlobalNameSpace = False 
Attribute VB Creatable = False 
Attribute VBPredeclaredId = Tme 
Attribute VBExposed = False 
Private Sub okClickQ 
probno = Val(Textl.Text) 
If(prob_no = 3)Then 
nproducts = 3 
End If 
Unload Me 

End Sub 
Begin Form scheduler 
Sub abCUck () 
Load about 
about. Show 
End Sub 
Sub file opClick (Index As Integer) 
Select Case Index 
Case 1: 
Case 2: 

CMDialog2.Filter ^ "Schedule Files |*.sch" 
CMDialog2.Action = 1 
Call readfile 

Case 3: 
CMDialog2.Filter = "Schedule Files |*.sch" 
CMDialog2.Action = 2 
Call savefile 

Case 4: 
CMDialog2.Filter = "Schedule Files |*.sch" 
CMDialog2.Action = 2 

Case 5: Unload Me 
Unload mdiforml 

End Select 
End Sub 
Sub FormLoad () 
Me.WindowState = 2 

End Sub 
Sub gdataClick (Index As Integer) 
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Dim q As String 
Select Case Index 

Case 1: 
q$ = InputBox$("Please Enter the Number of Products that wiU be shipped", 

"Number of Products", "5", 2000, 2000) 
nproducts = Val(q$) 

Case 2: 
q$ = InputBox$("Please Enter tiie Number of Shippers tiiat wiU be receive 

shipments", "Number of Shippers", "5", 2000, 2000) 
nshippers = Val(q$) 

Case 3: 
End Select 
End Sub 
Sub schClick (Index As Integer) 
Select Case Index 
Case 1: Load frontend 

frontend.Show 
Case 2: 

End Select 
End Sub 
Begin VB.Form station 
Attribute VBName = "station" 
Attribute VBGlobalNameSpace = False 
Attribute VBCreatable = False 
Attribute VBPredeclaredId = Tme 
Attribute VBExposed = False 
Private Sub Cancel_CUck() 
Unload Me 
End Sub 
Private Sub Form_Load() 
npumps. Text = stns(stnno).npumps 
If station.Textl.Text = "LI" Or strLl = "LI" Then 

station.hppump(0).Text = strhpl 
station.hppump(l).Text = strhp2 
station.hppump(2).Text = strhp3 

Elself station.Textl.Text = "Bl" Or strBl = "Bl" Then 
station.hppump(0).Text = strhp4 
station.hppump(l).Text = strhp5 
station.hppump(2).Text = strhp6 

Elself station.Textl.Text = "DI" Or strDl = "DI" Then 
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station.hppump(0).Text = strhp7 
station.hppump(l).Text = strhpS 
station.hppump(2).Text = strhp9 

Elself station.Textl.Text = "D2" Or strD2 = "D2" Then 
station.hppump(0).Text = strhplO 
station.hppump(l).Text = strhpl 1 
station.hppump(2).Text = strhpl2 

Endff 
For i = 0 To 2 

If station.hppump(i) = "" Then 
hppump(i).Text = stns(stnno).hppumps 

End If 
Nexti 

End Sub 
Private Sub ok_Click() 
If Textl.Text = "LI" Or strLl = "LI" Then 

strhpl = Val(hppump(0).Text) 
strhp2 = Val(hppump(l).Text) 
strhp3 = Val(hppump(2).Text) 

Elself Textl.Text = "Bl" Or strBl = "Bl" Then 
strhp4 = Val(hppump(0).Text) 
strhp5 = Val(hppump(l).Text) 
strhp6 = Val(hppump(2).Text) 

Elself Textl.Text = "DI" Or strDl = "DI" Then 
strhp7 = Val(hppump(0).Text) 
StrhpS = Val(hppump(l).Text) 
strhp9 = Val(hppump(2).Text) 

Elself Textl.Text = "D2" Or strD2 = "D2" Then 
StrhplO = Val(hppump(0).Text) 
strhpll = Val(hppump(l).Text) 
strhpl2 = Val(hppump(2).Text) 

End If 
Unload Me 
End Sub 
Begin VB.Form syst 
Attribute VB_Name = "syst" 
Attribute VBGlobalNameSpace = False 
Attribute VBCreatable = False 
Attribute VBPredeclaredId = Tme 
Attribute VB Exposed = False 
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Private Sub add_Click() 
nproducts = nproducts + 1 
List2. Addltem Listl.Text 
sys(nproducts).name = product(List l.Listlndex + 1) 
sys(nproducts).mu = mu(List l.Listlndex + 1) 
sys(nproducts).c = c(List l.Listlndex +1) 

End Sub 
Private Sub done_Click() 
Unload Me 
End Sub 
Private Sub Form_Load() 
For i = 1 To S 
List l.Addltem product(i) 

Nexti 
For i = 1 To nproducts 
List2.AddItem sys(i).name 

Nexti 
End Sub 
Private Sub remove Click() 
If (List2.ListIndex >= 0) Then 
For i = List2.ListIndex + 1 To nproducts - 1 
sys(i).name = sys(i + l).name 
sys(i).mu = sys(i + l).mu 
sys(i).c = sys(i + l).c 

Nexti 
nproducts = nproducts - 1 
List2.RemoveItem List2.ListIndex 

End If 
End Sub 
Begin VB.Form ttre 
Attribute VB_Name = "ttre" 
Attribute VBGlobalNameSpace = False 
Attribute VBCreatable = False 
Attribute VBPredeclaredId = Tme 
Attribute VBExposed = False 
Private Sub Commandl_Click() 
Unload Me 
End Sub 
Private Sub Conimand2_Click() 
For j = 1 To nproducts 
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For i = 1 To nshippers 
If(qai)>0)Then 
ttrl(j, i) = vps(j, i) / qO, i) 
Endff 

Nexti 
Nextj 
tottimepc = 0 
vcount = 1 
forproduct = 1 
For j = 1 To nproducts 
For i = 1 To nshippers 

Textl(vcount).Text = Str$(ttrl(j, i)) 
tottunepc = tottimepc + ttrl(j, i) 
vcount = vcount + 1 

Nexti 
forproduct = forproduct + 1 

Nextj 
Text2.Text = Str$(tottimepc) 
End Sub 
Private Sub Form Load() 
If (nshippers < 5) Then 
Me.Widtii = 6500 

Else 
Me.Width = nshippers * 1000 + 1500 

End If 
Me.height = nproducts * 400 + 2000 
Commandl.Top = Me.height - 1000 
Commandl.Left = Me.Widtii - 1200 
Coinmand2.Top = Commandl.Top 
Conimand2.Left = Commandl.Left - 1200 
Label2.Top = Commandl.Top 
Label2.Left = 100 
Text2. Top = Command 1. Top 
Text2.Left = Label2.Left + 2600 

shipper(l). Caption = "Shipper 1" 
product(l). Caption = sys(l).name 
' set up captions for shippers 
For i = 2 To nshippers 
Load shipper(i) 
shipper(i).Left = shipper(i - l).Left + 1000 
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shipper(i).Top = shipper(i - l).Top 
shipper(i). Visible = Tme 
shipper(i).Caption = "Shipper" + Str$(i) 

Nexti 
' set up captions for products 
For j = 2 To nproducts 
Load product(j) 
product(j).Top = product(j - l).Top + 400 
product©.Left = product(j - l).Left 
product(j). Visible = Tme 
product(j). Caption = sys(j).name 

Nextj 
' set up boxes for nomination volumes 
vcount = 1 
forproduct = 1 
For j = 1 To nproducts 
For i = 1 To nshippers 
Load Text 1 (vcoimt) 
Text 1 (vcoimt). Top = product(forproduct).Top 
Textl(vcount).Left = product(forproduct).Left + i * 1000 
Text 1 (vcoimt). Visible = Tme 
vcount = vcount + 1 

Nexti 
forproduct = forproduct + 1 
Nextj 

' printing stored data if any 
For j = 1 To nproducts 

For i = 1 To nshippers 
If(q(j, i)>0)Then 
ttrlG, i) = vps(j,i)/q(j.i) 
End If 

Nexti 
Nextj 
tottimepc = 0 

vcount = 1 
forproduct = 1 
For j = 1 To nproducts 
For i = 1 To nshippers 

Text 1 (vcount).Text = Str$(ttrl(j, i)) 
tottimepc = tottimepc + ttrl(j, i) 
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vcount = vcount + 1 
Nexti 
forproduct = forproduct + 1 
Nextj 
Text2.Text = Str$(tottimepc) 
End Sub 
Begin VB.Form 12arr_time 
Attribute VBName = "12flow" 
Attribute VBGlobalNameSpace = False 
Attribute VB Creatable = False 
Attribute VBPredeclaredId = Tme 
Attribute VBExposed = False 
Private Sub calculate_Click() 
If (gavgflowclean =1) Then 
' calculate average flow rates 
For i = 1 To 3 
' calculate average flow rates 
If(12vol(l, i)>0)Then 
12q(l, i) = 12vol(l, i) * ncycledays / 30# 
End If 
If(l2vol(4, i)>0)Then 
12q(2, i) = 12vol(4, i) * ncycledays / 30# 
End If 

' display average flow rates 
Text2(i).Text = 12q(l, i) 
Text3(i).Text = 12q(2, i) 

Nexti 
Else 
' some values have been entered by the user 
For i = 1 To 3 
12q(l, i) = Val(Text2(i).Text) 
12q(2, i) = Val(Text3(i).Text) 

Nexti 
End If 
' grab average flow data 
gavgflowclean = 0 
For i = 1 To 3 

12q(l, i) = Val(Text2(i).Text) 
12q(2, i) = Val(Text3(i).Text) 

Nexti 
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End Sub 
Private Sub Command l_CUck() 
Unload Me 
End Sub 
Private Sub Form_Load() 
ff (gavgflowclean = 1) Then 
' calculate average flow rates 
For i = 1 To 3 
' calculate average flow rates 
ff(12vol(l,i)>0)Then 
I2q(l, i) = 12vol(l, i) * ncycledays / 30# 

End If 
ff(12vol(4,i)>0)Then 
12q(2, i) = 12vol(4, i) * ncycledays / 30# 

End If 
Nexti 
Else 
' some values have been entered by the user 

End If 
' display average flow rates 
For i = 1 To 3 

Text2(i).Text = 12q(l,i) 
Text3(i).Text = 12q(2, i) 

Nexti 
End Sub 
Private Sub okCUckQ 
Unload Me 

End Sub 
Private Sub Text2_Change(Index As Integer) 
gavgflowclean = 0 
End Sub 
Private Sub Text3_Change(Index As Integer) 
gavgflowclean = 0 
End Sub 
Begin VB.Form 12ttre 
Attribute VB Name = "12ttre" 
Attribute VBGlobalNameSpace = False 
Attribute VBCreatable = False 
Attribute VBPredeclaredId = Tme 
Attribute VBExposed = False 
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Private Sub calculate_Click() 
' calculate time of transfer 
For i = 1 To 3 
ff(12q(l,i)>0)Then 

12ttr(l,i) = 12vol(2,i)/l2q(l,i) 
End If 
ff(12q(2,i)>0)Then 

I2ttr(2, i) = l2vol(4, i) / 12q(2, i) 
End If 

Nexti 
'display time of transfer 
For i = 1 To 3 

Text2(i) = Str$(12ttr(l,i)) 
Text3(i) = Str$(12ttr(2, i)) 

Nexti 
End Sub 
Private Sub Command l_CUck() 
Unload Me 
End Sub 
Private Sub Form_Load() 
' calculate time of transfer 
For i = 1 To 3 
If(12q(l, i)>0)Then 
12ttr(l, i) = 12vol(2, i) / I2q(l, i) 

End If 
If(12q(2,i)>0)Then 

12ttr(2, i) = 12vol(4, i) / 12q(2, i) 
End If 

Nexti 
For i = 1 To 3 

Text2(i) = Str$(12ttr(l,i)) 
Text3(i) = Str$(12ttr(2, i)) 

Nexti 
End Sub 
Private Sub ok_Click() 
Unload Me 
End Sub 
Begin VB.Form 12vps 
Attribute VB Name = "12vps" 
Attribute VBGlobalNameSpace = False 
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Attribute VBCreatable = False 
Attribute VBPredeclaredId = Tme 
Attribute VBExposed = False 
Private Sub Cancel_CUck() 
Unload Me 
End Sub 
Private Sub Form_Load() 
Textl.Text = ncycledays 
For i = 1 To 3 

Text2(i).Text = 12vol(l, i) 
Text3(i).Text = 12vol(2, i) 
Text4(i).Text = 12vol(3, i) 
Text5(i).Text = 12vol(4, i) 

Nexti 
End Sub 
Private Sub ok CUck() 
ncycledays = Textl.Text 
For i = 1 To 3 
12vol(l, i) = Text2(i).Text 
l2vol(2, i) = Text3(i).Text 
12vol(3, i) = Text4(i).Text 
12vol(4, i) = (Val(Text2(i).Text) - Val(Text3(i).Text) + Val(Text4(i).Text)) 
Text5(i).Text = 12vol(4, i) 

12vol(4, i) = Text5(i).Text 
Nexti 
Unload Me 
End Sub 
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